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STATEMENT BY TIIE NATION^A'L SECR,ETARIAT
OF TIIE COMMUNIST P.A'RTY OF'

NEW ZEAI,AND

The "Peoqtle's Voice", a ueeklE organ of the Communist
Partg oJ Neu Zeal,and', publtshed, om January 23, 7963'

a neuJs i.tem under tlt'e headli;ne, "Fi'ghting Monapolg in
Neus Zealand. and. Th,roughout the World- Statement bg

National Secretari.s't of the Commntnist Party of New

Zealand". The full text reads:

"The date of our coming Conference is drawing neat,"

Mr. V. Wilcox, General Secretary of the Comrnunist
'Party of New Zealand, told the People's Voi'ce in a state-

ment issued this week on behalf of the Party's National

Secretariat. "A11 indications are that it will prove to be

the most important ever held by the Party since its
foundation in 1.921,

- "To-day it is very clear, in view of the grave political

and economic problems facing the New Zealand people,

that in the next few years the Communist Party has a

vital and key role to PlaY -
- In the fight to preserve our living standards against

the inroads of monoPolY.

- To give leadership in the essential struggle to re-
build our internal economy to fit the situation
facing us in a changing world'

-To continue the fight for peace and for that social-

ist New Zealand which will guarantee the fulfilling
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(from the viewpoint of the mass of people) of those
important issues.

"To-day more and more people are realising that the
policy of our Communist Party, both" on internal ques-
tions and in the international field, is the one that fits
the immediate needs and desires of alI except those who
wish to preserve the privileges of Big Business. It is
the only way forward," the statement said.

The full text of the National Secretariat's statement
reads:

Is it not, therefore, pertinent to ask how has the pres-
ent policy and present form of activity of our Party
been achieved? It has come from a long struggle through-
out the years against opportunism and sectarianism.

From approximately 1950, this struggle took a rnore
positive and active form, with a serious attempt at that
period to base the Party on the workers - in fact as well
as in words.

INTERNATIONAI, DISPUTES

It would be foolish to think that complete success has
been r,eached. But a big advance has been made in our
attempt to make our Communist Party a living example
of Marxism-Leninism in New Zealand.

We can confidently Iook to the decisions of our Party
Conference at Easter to further strengthen our work.
We have to win the mass of the New Zealand people to
our policy and to open support of our Party. Success in
this will lead to effective struggle in New Zealand for
peace and Socialism.

There are, however, so(ne international probtrems to-
day in our Marxist-Leninist movement that throaten to

divert our minds anil, if we are not careful, our activi-
tiep from their correct concentration. We must refuse
to be thus diverted, while at the same time not ignoring
the irnportant issues involved.

As an example of our realisation that we have a real
job to do right here, irrespective of what is said overseas,
while, on the other hand, we are not neglecting the
ideologica] issues that are in dispute, we are publishing
in the coming issue of the Commru,nist Reui,eu certain
statements expressing the views of the Central Com-
mittee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
and certain statements expressing those of the Central
Cornmittee of the Communist Party of China.

SPECIAL PAMPHLET

But, to continue to do this in tl:re Reui,ew; with its
limited space, would exclude essential articles on New
Zealand, problems. Therefore we are going to publish
in pamphlet form as soon as possib e the recent full state-
ment of the Soviet position fram Prauda of January 7

end similar appropriate material from Red Flag and
other ideological journals of the Chinese Party.

We do this not to divert people's minds from the
struggle here in New Zealand but with the view of get-
ting our Party mernbers to study, in a calm manner, the
issues involved, so that they can achieve a balanced
opinion, bas,ed on all available facts.

No single overseas journal has made this possible,

.hence our decision. We are sure that this publication
will also prove of interest and value t9 the growing
number of supporters of our Party"
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trn regard to the idbological issues with which these
articles deal, we stand firrra on the fact that they cannot
be solved by discussion and dernonstrations at Con-
gresses of individual Parties, as has happened recently.
They will not be solved by any attitude of "W'e, and only
we, are right all the time on everything."

PR,OFER PROCEDUAE

Such an attitude, plus refusal to develop collective dis-
cussion internationally, makes appeals for unity useless
and disrni,sses the honest opinions of other Farties and
their leadership without consicleration. It excludes col-
lective discussion of all aspects in an objective manner.

We stand firm on the approach agreed to by all
Marxist-Leninist Parties in the Statement of the 81

Parties after their Conference in Moscow in 1960.
There a meth,od was agreed upon if disputes arose be-

tween the leadership of various Parties. It was a totally
different procedure from that being pursued by the
Cornmunist Party of the Soviet LTnion and many other
Parties. The agreement was that the leaderships were
to meet and try to wo::k out any differences.

We repeat, this has not occurred.
To-day, we are more fully convinced than ever that

our call of February,1962, for the holding of an interna-
tional discussion on problems and differences was a cor-
rect one. AIso that we were correct to emphasize, in
line with the 81 Parties' Statement, the need for preli-
minary discussion betwe,en thos,e with differences.

This has no,t been done, but it should be started with*
out delay.

Our opinion, expressed last February, that these mat-
ters should not be publicty discussed before the prop-
agandists of the imperialist world, is still a valid one -to judge from the present glee of all capitalist apologists
in New Zealand and overseas. All should beware of
doing what these people so obviously welcome.

Our Farty, having had a full discussion si,nce the 81
Parties' Statement was issued, considers correct the state-
rnent made with emphasis there that revisionism is to-
day the main danger in our wo,rld Marxist-Leninist
movement.

We are concerned that, while a.tl possibie dangers, true
or false, arising from dogmatism ar,e receiving full atten-
tion, the main danger of revisionism is, except in a few
sweet words, to a large degree being ignored.

We cannot see any base at present for ideological unity
with the revisionist views of the Tito ,,Communists,, of
Yugoslavia and must strongly oppose any such develop-
ment,

This aspect, in view of recent statements at party
Congresses overseas, increases the need, as we see it, for
a further international discussion by al1 parties at an
organised meeting to be held in a rational, sane atmos_
phere, allowing all opinions to be considered. in an objec-
tive Marxist-Leninist manner. The concept of criticism
and self-criticism sheuld, in our opinion, be firmly used
by aIl in the approach to an international rneeting.

CORE OF PROBLEM

We must bear in mind that no one, no matter how
brilliant a Marxist, can be right on everything all the
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time. Unfortunately, Supermen are not possibtre, ev€t'r
in our Marxist movement.

We firmly state that we refuse to believe that the
issues that to-day are dividing -our world movement
cannot be resolved.

What is the core of the problem? Is it not to decide
in what way we can best eliminate imperialism on a
world scale? Who then can doubt that true Marxist-
Leninists can reach ideological unity?

Therefore, we repeat that to hold a world meeting and
draw on the collective wisdom of our world movement,
when the essential preparation has taken place, is the
road to the solution.

Meanwhile our Party prepares for its own Conference.
Pre-Conference discussion is now taking place at aII
levels. We ask all outside our Party who are interested
to join in this discussion.

We want your opinions on the problems facing us in
New Zealand. They will help our Conference. They
will help us to emerge with a strengthened programme
based on the'immediate interests of the New Zealand
working class and its al1ies in town and country.

We are sure that this is the best way we can actively
contribute at this stage -

- To the strengtheniug of world Marxism-Leninism.

- To the strengthening of the New Zealand front of
the struggle for world peace.

- To the strengthening of the fight here againsl im-
perialism and for So'cia1ism.

It will be our way, in our own country, of defending
positively in action against all inroads of revision or
dogm,atisnn, our way of preserving, as we see it, the rev-
olutionary cone of Marxism-Leninism.

v. G. wtLcox
OUT TO TIIE PEOPLE; ON TO TIIE OFFENSM

AGAINST MONOPOLY

Repoit of the National Committee to the National Conference of
the Cornmunist Party of New Zealanil

(April 12, 1963)

Comrades,
This Conference rneets at what could be an historic

turning point in the struggles of the working people of
our country for peace and against capitalist exploitation.

There is among our people a growing awareness that
old policies and the old solutions are no longer adequate.
On the industrial front there is a significant trend towards
more militant action. Our Ioca1 businessmen are starting
to see the dangers of encroaching rnonopoly, where local
or overseas. In fact, the sma1l businessmen quite clearly

'see themselves being crushed by it. Our farmers no
Ionger see any solution in the poiicies of the National
Party. This is obvious from the approach and poLicy
decisions of many farmers' organisations.

This state of things is apparent from the reports of
all comrades and supporters who have taken our poJ.icy
out among wider sections of our people for discussion and
from general observation than was formerty done. True,
we cannot report, and shotrld not expect to be able to,
that there is imrnediate support fon the Cornmunist Party.
But there is a desire to listen when the right approach
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Bogy,'u still so strongly pushed by mass-circulation papers

lit<e'the New Zealaid, Truth, hangs on and prevents direct

rnunists in the corming period t o *""" eatch-cry but a

way of life.
The purpose of this Conference must be to rnake deci-

sions that will help trs in the comilrg period to use our
policy deeisions in this way. We have to learn from the
successes and failures of the past how we can more effec-
tively spread our policy and how we can win new activists
for the great tasks ahead.

If we look at things in an objective manner, there is
no doubt that conditions, both on the world front and
internally, are mo e favourable than a few years ago.

Ttrere is not only the deepening of the world crisis of
Capitalism expressed in the growing frequency of "reces-
sions" in the U.S.A. and other major capitalist countries,
as weil as continued "depression conditio'ns" in mally
other parts of the capitalist wor1d. In New Zealand, too,
due to the nature of our economy and our dependence
stilt on overseas markets for our primary products in a

world where the market at the right price' is becoming
daily more elusive, there is developing a crisis. This
crisis means in prac"tice either a drastic reduction of the
living standards of the mass of peoptre or a new policy.

-Tinkering and small reforms are to-day useless. OnIy
the Communist Party is presenting that alternative policy.
Yet all Communists do not always see the significance
of this.

It is true, and as Marxists we must face the fact, that
certain ideological problems in our world Marxist-
Leninist movement (particularly in view of the very
public debate that started at the 22nd Congress of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Unio,n) have to sorne
degree had a retarding effect on progress. They have left
many supporters confused and to a degr,ee have diverted
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comrades' efforts from the application of policy locally
into the channels of concentration on the ideological dif-
ferences. This problem has affected our Party at all
leveIs and has been an acute one at National Centre level.

ASKED FOR, WORLD MEETING

Your leadership took firm action in February, 7962,
on this issue. It recognised the danger from allowing
such a situation to continue. It asked that the ]eader-
ship of the Parties concerned meet and discuss in an
objective manner the best way of solving the problems
as a preliminary to the holding of a world meeting of
Parties similar to those held in 1957 and 1960. The Cen-
tral Committee of the Cornmunist Party of China agreed
with this and themselves (Apri1, 1964 made a similar
suggestion to the Central Co,mmittee of the C.P.S.U.
Unfortunately, at that tirne, nei.ther the Central Com-
mittee of the C.P.S.U. nor the Central Committee of the
Albanian Party of Labour would agree to such a pro-
cedure, as both thought it would be abortive.

A number of letters and much time and energy have
been spent on this issue and it is pleasing to note that,
not only have a considerable number of other Parties
since made similar suggestions, but now the Central
Committee of the C.P.S.U. itself considers that it is desir-
able to, hold bi-lateral and multi-Iateral meetings at top
level as a preliminary to a world meeting. We are con-
fident that existing ideological differences will be over-
come before long and that a united world rnovement will
continue to build the socialist world to new heights on
the one hand and to strike deadly blows against im-
perialis,m on the other hand.

If we view it in this way, we will be able to counter-
act any slowing-down effect on our own Party activity
caused by these differences, and we will be better able
to quell the doubts and problems of many non-Party
supporters. Yo,ur National Committee will itself have
so,mething to say as far as the question of ideology is
concerned at any future world rneeting and our opinion
on many of the issues in dispute will be reported on later
in this Confere'nce.

It is sufficient at this stage to say publicly that our
ideological approach, both in relation to ideological prob-
Iems overseas and in relation to our own poliry here, is
based on our understanding of Marxism-Leninism - in
the latter case as applied to the particular conditions of
New Zealand - and that we are firmly applying, to the
best of our ability, the world decisions of the 1957 Moscow
Declaration and the 1960 Moscow Staternent of the 81

Communist and Workers' Parties.

POINTS FROM 1960 CONFERENCE

I now want to refer briefly to our Party Conference in
1960, when we tackled rnore effectively than previously
the question of our immediate policy. From that has
emerged a much rnore detailed immediate programme,
based on the urgent needs of all New Zealanders - except
those in monopoly groupings. The result has been more
coruect emphasis on the vital and important things, as

shown by our propaganda around the European Economic
Community issue and on specific issues of overseas mo-
nopo y infiltration into New Zealand. An example of this
was the attitude adopted towards the McKendrick Glass
issue where, with local monopoly and the international
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glass cartel invoLved, we did not foolishly persist in ask-
ing for a1l (nationalisation) or nothing (overseas mo-
nopoly). We made other positive suggestions for the main-
taining of the New Zealand industry away from overseas
monopo,ly and with some r.neasure of New Zealand Gov-
ernment and trade union influence i.ntroduced. Yet we
still worked towards our programme objective on such an
issue 

- 
nationalisation. Because we have a general pro-

gramme that fits the immediate needs and desires of a
wide section of our people and of a number of different
class groupings, we will have to pay stil1 rnore attention
to a detailed approach. We must be firm in principle but
flexible in tactics on questions when they arise. Basically,
to achieve that is the core of the problem of how effec-
tively to make a step towards the People's Alliance which
we speak o,f in our "New Zealand's Road to Socialism."

At our 1960 Conference, we tried to s,trengthen our
work in thq struggle for peace and the building of broad
peace movements in New Zealand. M,ore will be said on
successes and failures later, but suffice it at this stage to
say that its irnportance has not been fuIly recognised in
many Party sections and that the problem remains of how
to combine effective work by the Party itself with the
developing of broad peace struggle based on themasses"
In particular, we need to solve the creating of "peace cort-
sciou.sness" in the trade union movement - 

the key to a

stable broad peace movenrent.
We decided in 1960 to continue our concentration on

the workers in industry while not neglecting other
aspects. Examination of our work her,e, both in the areas
and, in particular, in the trade unions, does show sorne
improvement. But much remains to be done. This
again will be commented on later.

In 1960 we also took a firmer line on the problem of
how to break the hold o,f social democratic ideology on

the minds of the New Zealand workers and their aIlies.
Examining the causes for the rise of this ideology in the
workers' movements in the imperialist world, as so

clearly outlined by Lenin, we reached the conclusion that
logicallv, with irnperialist decline, this aspect of capitalist
ideology will decline, too. But we'saw that it would not
automatically mean a move away from bourgeois ide-
ology or petty-bourgeois ideas unless our Party correctly
tackled the problem of winning the workers as they lost
the old illusions created by conditions and by our Labour
Party in earlier days. We recognised that this was not
an easy problem to solve and that it would not be done
quickly, as we also recognised that there was no solution
in the making of the Communist Party a "ginger group"
of Left Labour. The Party, we decided, must boldly
tackle its task of leadership and recognise its correct role
and the fact that only a Party based on Marxism-
Leninism, irresp,ective of name, could lead the workers
and their allies to Socialism.

The task has proved hard, as we expected, but sorne

first successes can be recorded, especially in Auckland.
I hope that some of the Auckland delegates will give us

their experiences.
I mention these things so that we can get into perspec-

tive what we had in mind in 1960. Basically, it is still a

question of carrying these things on in a more-successful
way in the coming period. That is the problem we hope

to solve, at least to some degree at this Conference, work-
ing on the experience of our Party in practice over the
past three years.

t2 13
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PRE-CONFERENCE DISCUSSION

As far as I know, this is the first time that such a
heading has appeared in a Conference rep,ort, although,
of course, mention of dis,cussion prior to a Conference in
our Party has always been made. I say this because it
shows that we recognise more fully 'the value of the
widest discussion by all comrades, and by as many non-
Party supporters as can be enco'uraged to do so, before
a Conference oh our policy and principles' That is why
the pre-Conference material departed fi'om the old form
of attempting to give a r,eport that already expressed, as

the leadership saw it, an answer to the problems facing
us. In the past, that way has too often led to automatic
endorsement without much independent thought or real
study. The new method has been widely welcomed by
our Party and by many non-Party friend-s, the proof being
the number and length of the contributions sent from
Districts, from Branches, from individual comrades (both
in branches and members at large) and from many non-
Party people.

But it has not only been the number of contributions
but their content that has been of great value in assisting
us to get a clearer idea on many ,aspects of Party policy
and activity and has given us many new ideas' I think
this is an indication that, in practice as well as in words,
we are realising the value o,f "listening to the masses"

on as wide a basis as possible, getting their ideas and
views as we prepare for our own Conference. This was

an innovation that has proved a success. tr'rom this we
will learn for the Iuture, although the actual material
used in the approach will no doubt be irnproved next

time. We will sti1l bear in mind that the objective is to
provoke discussion rather than to get just an answer of
('f1gg 

- We agree."
Commenting on this approach, many non-Party friends

were of the opinion that our language - the using of
Marxist terms 

- was a barrier. We should take note of
this. We cannot entirely eliminate these terms because,
when all is said and done, Marxism is a science, with its
speciai terminology just like any other science. But what
we can do is to add a few notes explaining anything that
might seem difficult.

To give an idea of what has occurred, I will quote to
the Conference the figures in regard to this. T'hey bear
out the conclusions reached above.

I can only add that this experience indicates clearly
the need to start pre-Conference discussion much earlier
if we are to get the fullest value from it.

You can see from all this that the leadership have
now got a pretty wide view of what our Party comrades.
and many non-Party friends rvere interested in and think-
ing about. That is, concerning the problems facing our
Party and the working class of New Zealand. Certainly
ycur leadership knows rruch more in detail about our
Party and its supporters.

T'IIE FIGHT FOR POLICY

The policy of our Party to-day, both in regard to our
programme of irnmediate demands around which the
broad mass of the people can be rallied and in relation
to the question of a socialist New ZeaTand, is one that

n.
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has been achieved after a long struggle against oppor-
tunism and against left sectarianism in our Party. For
many ye.ars the issue was one of either a Party based

firmly on Marxism-Leninism and applying its under-
standing 6 onditions of New
Zealand.,4 content in outlook
as well as hiding under the
cloak of Marxism but in reality based on a form of petty-
bourgeois idealism. In the later days of Scott's leader-
ship, it was that asp'ect that in many ways was dominant'
Certainly it was Scott's own position, as subsequent

events and his anti-Party activities have shown.

In this struggle for a correct po icy and for under-

standing of the nature of the role of our Communist Party
in recent years, we have been greatly helped towards

clarity by the two international ,meetings of the Corn-

munist and Workers' Parties o,f the worId, held in Moscow

in 1957 and in 1960. The Declaration of 1957 was a

breath of life to our Party, because it confirmed much

of what we had been striving to do (particularly from
about 1950 onwards), and it gave clearly the broad per-

spectiv oPening uP fo'r us' No

longer Period of "holding on"
had pa e must firmlY grasP the
need t The 1960 81 Parties'

Statement gave added clarity to our Party on the sig-
nificance for us of the fact that we were part of a world
now in the era of the transition from Capitalism to So-

cialism. It is true to say that our present programme
is based ideologically on our understanding of Marxism-
Leninism and on those two international Marxist-Leninist
documents, applied to the conditions of our: country as

we see them.

Our attitude is best seen in our approach to the ques-
tion of peaceful co-existence. Take that portion of our
programme in which we face up to the crisis created in
our capitalist economy by the problems of an adequate
market giving reasonable prices for our exports of pri-
mary produce, sornething in which the prosperity of that
capitalist economy depends. Is our approach not an
example of our approach to this questi.on of pea8eful
co-existence? Here we suggest that New Zealand look
to the potential markets of the whole of the socialist
worId, the only portion where there are consistently-
rising living standards, and selI to them. (At presenl
butter is 72/- a lb. in the Soviet Union.) At the same
time we pointed out that there is no s,olution in just trying
to sell. New Zealand must also buy from those to whom
it sells if stable trade relations ar,e to be built. That
is, of course, if they have what we wish to imp,ort, as

the socialist countries certainly do have.
At the same time, we point out that this is but a tem-

porary and partial solution. We point out that a more
balanced economy, together with some changes in the
nature of production in our countryside, is essential in
the long run - even before the question of a socialist New
Zealand goes on the agenda. And we have some positive
s,uggestions in regard to the development of basic industry
where possible in New Zealand. We have suggested that,
in regard to the matter of financing such development,
to-day in the world there is not one financial centre but
two - the imperialist centre through the World Bank and
the financial centre in the socialist world, based on their
expanding economy. From the latter, at a very cheap
rate of interest, there is finance and the goods behind it,
plus the possibility of, some technical assistance in the

,td
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early stages of building up such industries and the skilled
technicians and wo,rkers needed to run them. From the

World Bank, on the other hand, cornes increased domina-
tion by international monopoly. Others among the un-
developed nations have eluded the grasp of this octopus.

New Zealand can do the same.
This is applying to the particular problems of New

Zeafand, general approach to peaceful co-existence ex-
pressed in the 1957 Declaration and the 1960 81 Farties'
Statement, agreed upon by a1l Workers' and Communist
Parties except the League of Yugoslav Communists'
(They were present at the 1957 meeting but did not sign

and were abs'ent in 1960 because of their total opposition
to the 1957 Declaration.)

TI{E &{EANENG OF' PEACEFUT, CO-EXESTENCE

Comra<1es,
Inherent in this approach is a sharpening of struggle

in our own country against monopoly on both the inter-
national and local scene. The "Cold War" advocates of
imperialism ar,e the dominant section, as anyone wi1l see

who looks at events in regard to relations with the social-
ist world, with South-East Asia, with Africa, with the
Arab world and, particularly obvious since the tirne of
our last Conf,erence, with Latin America. They are held
ba.ck only by the "joint efforts of the world socialist
camp, the international working class, the national-libera-
tion moverm-ent, all the countries opposing war and aII

peace-loving forces." (Statement of the 81 Parties.) That
is, by the strength and unity of the socialist world, by
the struggles of the newly-liberated and colonial coun-

tries and by the strength of the working class and loroad

peace forces in the imperialist lands. Inherent in im-
pprialism are the basic factors that lead to war in our
modern world - war against the socialist world, war be-
tween rival imperialisms or locaI wars conducted by in-
dividual imperialisms to preserve their exploitation in a
given area. The latter are still taking place in many
parts of the world.

This needs careful thought lest we reach the illusory
idsalistic heaven of thinking that for a long period there
can be peaceful, stable relations without strain between
Imperialism and Socialism; and that the objective is to
see that this is achieved at all cost, even to lhe extent of
trying to so,ften down the class struggle in various parts
of the capitalist world.

Yes, as our programme shows, we stand for peaceful
co-existence. The alternative is to stand for world war.
But we also recognise that the nature of Imperialism has
not changed, that the class struggle in capitalist countries
will deepen and erupt into action (even if we try to stop
it) and that a correct policy of peaceful co-existence will,
in fact, but sharpen the contradictions within Capitalism.

Already, indeed, we can see the deepening of the con-
tradictions within the imperialist camp. The interests of
the imperialist rivals are already clashing more sharply.
It is obvious in the present block put in the way of Britain
joining the E.E.C. by the French imperialists, in spite of
the urgent efforts of the major imperialist country, the
U.S.A., to get Britain in as a full member and in spite of
Britain's own efforts in that direction. Not that we have
any doubts that the U.S. imperialists remain the economic,
political and military centre of the world capitalist camp.
But unity is maintained - for example, in Europe under
NATO - with increasing strain. France is developing her

1B
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own nuclear force and is united with West Germany
under a treaty that other imperialisms regard with dis-
favour.

A.MERICAII STRENGTTI IS DECLINING

In fact, definite changes are taking place in the situ-
ation within Capitalism which must be noted' It is an

interesting fact that Stalin, not long before his death, pre-
dicted just such a development, in spite of the almost
complete domination of U.S. monopoly at that time. The
U.S. now is gradually losing its dominating position in
the world capitalist production and comrnerce. Its share
in the economy of the capitalist world is tending to drop
and with it the first signs of its hold on world politics.
At this point we should ask whether the strongest cap-

italist nation is not passing its zenith. . In industrial pro-
duction in the world, the U.S.A. in 1929 had 43.34 per

cent., in 1937 it had 41.4 per cent. (this sma11 drop was

no doubt accounted for by the fact that, as we approached
World War II, the German industrial production and

those associated with them were boosted desperately), in
1948 it had 53.4 per cent., in 1960 it had dropped to 44.1'

per cent., and in 1961 down to 43 per cent. In other
words, back to 1929 figures.

This trend will be acce erated as the impact of an

expanding socialist world economy hits, through" peaceful

competition, the weakening worid capitalist economy. It
would be a bold Marxist who would rule out the possi-

bility of eventual conflict developing between rival im-
perialisms as they face the successes of socialist economy,

in spite of the present U.S. domination.

Internally a1so, in each capitalist country, econornic
competition with Socialism, the key to successful peaceful

co-existence, places added strain on each individual capi-
talist economy. One way in which this is expressed is by
the fact that, while imperialist leaders talk peace, the
military budgets of the capitatist world have this year
reached a new high 1evel for peace time' This has hap-
pened despite the campaign for total disarmament, though
as a rallying call it is attracting ever-new support among
the masses of the peop;le in the capitalist world' The plain
fact is that more, not less, is being spent, in spite of top-
l,eve1 negotiations on the one hand and the efforts of the
mass of the people on the other.

llrhen we speak of peace or war we would be idealistic
to ignore these facts. If we did, we would not prepare

the necessary campaign to counter them in the interests
of all humanity.

Cornpetition between Socialism and Capitalism will be

sharp. And out of that will corne a drive to intensify the
exploitation of the workers, of the fatmers, of everyone
used by monopoly in the capitalist world. That is why we
have always said that the class struggle will intensify
with the world development of peaceful co-existence. 'We

stress this because some seem to think that, with peacelul
co-existence as the state policy of the governments of
socialist countries, the class struggle becomes outdated
in its old form and that we should now look to socialist
strength to provide the basis for Socialism in our country.
Internal contradictions and rising class struggle are going

to be the decisive factor in our development towards
Socialism. Socialist success is helpful, but it is secondary.

It is true that socialist successes will help us ide-
ologically in the battle against Imperialism as far as the

e,fl
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mass of the people are concerned, and the hold of bour-
geois ideology will tend to weaken. But we will advance
to Socialism and build it successfuliy only on the basis
of our own efforts conducted in our own way.

We must not start thinking that Lenin,s concept of
peaceful co-existence between states with different social
systems means that co-existence in the ideological sphere
will also be created. The battle continues as it always
did.
. At this point we wilt give a direct quote from our
1960 National Conference Report, unanimously endorsed
at the time:

*IMPERIALISM IS FIGI{TTNG'

_. "Eut, as ty, it would be foolish for thbCornmunist capitalist class to wait until itis too weak of a new faseism is still beforeus. (In many parts of the world it exists in fact right now.)
The fisht will still be hitter and, from our standards,lnything
but peaceful.

"To-day, we see the major imperialisms, particularly the
U.S.A., interfering in the internal affairs of small nations.

"This applies oartlcularly to colonia! antl semi-colonial coun-
tries of tho recent past. Guarantees of aid against .internal
Communist aggression, are the order of the day. We nearly
saw intervention in Laos and war against sociatrist North Viet-
nam recently. It was obvious that our rnembership of SEATO
would have committed us on the side of the U.S. imperialists
-hut Erore of that later. Eisenhower recenily enlarged the
idea of the Monroe Doctrine to include .aid, to South American
States faaed witir 'in$ernal subversion.' Because of their over-
all weakness, a large section of the imperialist rutring class is

obviously looking more to 'small' w&rs; opefl or under the
cloak of 'aid' to a satellite goverrrrnent. They propose to stop
the advance of Soeialisrn. This is not a pipe dream. It is
happening in the world right now.

"An understanding of these factors brings out more clearly
the need for a, Farty such as the Cornrnunist Party and under-
mines ideas about a new 'left' Labour bent on the 'peaoeful'
trut 'genuine' roa'd to Socialisrn. Indeed, we see that suoh
developneents, unless the Farty strength grows and wins such
elernents to a revolutionary position, are but added weapons
for the capitalist class, To-day, it is Nash, the Labour leader,
who answers the call of Washington just as quickly as the
National Farty leaders did a few years ago. Only our strengfh,
our growth, workers' mass support for our Party, will create
the conditions where there will be no repetition of such a per-
forrnance by anyone inside the labour movement in the future."

Comrades,
Who would doubt that Nordmeyer, our new Labour

leader, wiil not jump just as quickly as Nash to the
whistle of the Pentagon? Over-all, is it not a fact that
what we said then (which I have just quoted) remains
corre'ct to-day? We consider it is.

Intervention by direct "methods and "aid" in South-
East Asia is with us still, as it is in the Arab world, in
Latin America and in the Congo. To-day there is still
a threat of intervention into Cuba, in spite of the solving
of the crisis last year and Kennedy's promise of non-inter-
vention. It was not long after that before he was
addressing the "veterans" of the earlier abortive invasion
and saying that the "battle flags" of that invasion force
would eventually fly over "free" Havana. Since then, the
U.S. Government has been found preparing further aid to
anti-Cuban Governrnent forces, as well as making moves

towards direct intervention. It is not only Castro but the
Soviet leaders who say that another Cuban crisis is on



the agenda. So mu^ch for reliance on the word of any
imperialist leader.

The belief held by our National Committee that under
certain conditions the posbibility in some areas of peace-
fu1 transition to Socialism within the framework of grow-
ing world socialist strength is a correct one. But also
correct is our view'that incorrect over-stress of this can-
not only hold back but be harmful to the whole Marxist-
Leninist revolutionary movement. At the time of the 81

Parties' meeting we were right to place due importance
on the "other rnethods" mentioned in the Statement is-
sued. In fact, armed struggle is being conducted in many
parts of the world right now - in South-East Asia and
South America in particular. There is no guarante,e that,
hard as we will try to achieve it, our road to Socialism
wili be the peac,eful way.

TIIE F-IGHT FOB FEACE

The 1957 Moscow Declaration and the 1960 81 Parties'
Statement brought out clearly that the central task, the
hard core of our work, is the fight for peace. Considera-
tion of how this is to be most effectively carried out and
what are the ramifications of such a struggle is the key
to an improvement in our activity in this vital sphere.
The fact is that we have in the past, and sti1l do to a
degree, put "peace activity" into a special compartment
in which only soane comrades are active. Yet all Com-
munists must be peace-fighters and the battle for peace
must be carried on on all fronts.

lThe central task of our Party is sti1l to conduct on all
possible fronts an effective struggle for a peace policy as

far as our country and its Government is concerned. We
know that our Government's present policy is one of direct
support for the imperialist policies that fundamentally
Iead to war and that they have, on several occasions, Ied
us to the brink of it. Take, for example, our Govern-
ment's approach to the recent crisis in South-East Asia,
where our link with SEATO would place us behind the
U.S.A. Its attitude and policy over the Cuban crisis have

also made this p1ain. That there was considerable opposi-
tion to our Government's policy was apparent at the time,
but it remained to a large degree unorganised and, con-
sequently, ineffective. We should realise the seriousness

of the question and ask whether we have been conducting
the peace struggle consistently and effectively, using all
our strength and contact. We think the answer is "No"
and that this Conference must ensure an improvement.

In our opinion, too many comrades have tended to
think that activity in the peace struggle meant just the
various peace organisations and the task was only one of
strengthening these organisations on the broad front.
That this has to be done and that it is of primary impor-
tance is correct. But comrades have in to'o many instances
regarded this activity as something to be done solely by
Party "experts" who work in this fi'eId. Thus the whole
struggle is, as far as our Party effort is concerned, nar-
rowed at that point.

Again, many have adopted the point of view that the
everyday fight against monopoly's growth in New Zealand

is also conducting the peace struggle and therefore they
have done enough. That the fight'against monopoly is

part of the fight for peace in our country is correct, but
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no comrade should leave it at this vague stage and be
satisfied with what he has done.

MAKE TrrE WoRKERS ,.pE.A,cE coNSCrouS"

In relation to the peace organisations, what has been
our attitude? All the time we have stressed the pecessity
for the building of the general broad movement, based
firmly on the working c1ass, because, when they.become
peace-conscious, they will be the most stable element in
any fight. Has not our experience taught us that if this
is not done and the movement is left in the contro. of
intellectuals, of "public figur.es," of those whose whole,out-
look is based on a petty-bourgeois position, then in times
of crisis there will be wavering and argument rather than
a decisive lead given to the New Zealand people? Surely
that is the lesson to be trearned from what occurred with
the sudden Soviet decision to start re-testing recently.
Soviet reasons were valid and were based not on prepara-
tion for nuclear war, Iike the imperialist testing, but on
the preserving of peace. Sociatrist strength in this field,
as in all others,. was the only effective answer to the
imperialists that could be made. What then emerged in
many cases was not a fight to make the new Soviet deci-
sion the base for renewed effort for the total banning of
the manufacturing and testing of The Bomb but an atti-
tude of "a plague on both your houses," some despond-
ency and a reliance on a pacifist position with all its
weaknesses.

We therefore say that. the immediate task is to make
the workers "peace-conscious" and to draw more of them,
both individually ancl through the trade union movement,
into active organisation. In saying this, we do not ignore
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the work done by those outside the workers' ranks or the
valuable contribuiion they will make in the future. But
we stress that the essential base must be the workers -
the masses - if consistent struggle and leadership is to be
achieved.

This may seem a local problem, but it is also an inter-
national one as far as peace organisation is concerned.
The World Peace and Disarmament Congress in Moscow
last year, while drawing in a large number of people
representing wide strata of the population, was deplor-
ably weak in direct trade union representation. There
is no excuse for us to accept such a situation here in our
own country.

Another point is that in our approach to the broad
peace organisations there is a tendency for many com-
rades to try (and expect) to get our Party's policy for
peace accepted to the full. That this will only narrow the
movement is obvious, and to persist in it is plainly very
sectarian. The Communist Party has a particular
approach to the peace struggle that can and will be put
forward only by the Party itself in its own publications
and activity. The root causeq of modern war arise from
the nature of Imperialism. Therefore, for the Party, the
struggle for peace is the struggle against Imperialism. But
our Party accepts the position that, in the struggle for
peace, the broad peace organisations in the imperialist
world and elsewhere, and similar organisations in the
socialist world, will play an important role. But it follo,ws
that we also believe that the struggle against Imperi-
alism in the colonial world and in the newly-liberated
areas, the movement for national liberation, also plays a
vital part, as does the struggle against Irnperialisrn any-
where. But at present we can expect nobody but our-
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selves and our immediate supporters to realise the impli-
cations of this.

protests.
With regard to those outside the Party ranks who

'are active peace-fighters' we have generally regarded

it ei, wort a-s a sufficient achievement' But we have failed

but so must the Communist Party if an effective fight is
to be conducted against our reactionary Government's
foreign policy and the fight for peace made a living thing
in every home in New Zealand.

There is no doubt that more attention wiLl have to
be paid to these angles so that, right down through our
Party, our policy is carried out organisationally and to
the full. Understanding of the all-embracing aspect of
the struggle for world peace will be the starting point
for conviction on the need for immediate action.

Let us always remember the statement in the 81
Parties' Statement of 1960, which reads:

"The problem of war or peace is the most burning problem
of our time. As long as Im,perialism existg there will be soil
for wars of aggression. The people of all countries know that
the danger of a new world war still persists. US. lmperia,lism
is the rnain force of a,ggression and war."

FIGHT MONOPOLY NOW

The 81 Parties' Statement clearly indicated that the
main task of the Communist Parties in the imperialist
world was to organise the mass of the people in the fight
against monopoly. Both before and since that Statement
was issued, this aspect has been the central point of Party
policy. The importance of the struggle for peace, of the
struggle against the menace of the E.E.C. to our immedi-
ate future, is all part of the fight to restrict and finally
eliminate the stranglehold of monopoly, economically and
politically.

In this battle we must first fully realise that the point
at which we must hit hardest is the continuing invasion
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of OVERSEAS monopoly, either direct through new
investment in new industry, by "take-over" methods of
existing business or by infiltration into existing native-
born monopoly. Al1 these methods have been intensified
recently, because, on a world scale, the scope for profit-
able investment for overseas monopoly has been narrowed
by the victories of Socialism and of the national libera-
tion movement. We should, indeed, be warned by Imperi-
alism's desperate efforts, unfortunately with some success,
to turn the victories of the nat.ional liberation movement
of the former colonial world away from advance to the
socialist revolution and into the channels of a neo-
colonialism. In this way, Imperialism's opportunity for
exploitation of those areas is to a degree regained. A
classic example of this trend has been the recent develop-
ments in India under Nehru and the Congress Govern-
ment.

There is to-day a desperate drive on the part of inter-
national finance to get into the "under-developed" areas.
Although only a sma1l country, New Zealand is in this
s,ense an u.nd,eveloped country, with basic industry almost
non-exj.stent. Thus it is an attractive proposition. This is
the reason for recent developments in that direction and
we can be sure that in the imm,ediate future they will
increase, unless the working class and its allies are
mobilised to stop them.

Let us have no iilusions. Once Big Business is firmly
established in New Zealand, the situation that faces it on
a ."rzorld scale will ensure that the drive for the exploita-
tion of both our country's natural resources and its
people (labour resources) will rise to the maximum. This
struggle against monopoly is no "kid-glove" struggle and,
as time goes on and the forces opposed are organised into

action by our Party through its own activity and that of
the trade union movement and the farmers' organisations,
there will be no doubt in anybody's mind that the class
struggle is intensifying in our country. Our entry into the
World Bank recently is an indication of how the ruling
class is preparing to meet the situation. They welcome
international capital in and they know that the Bank's
policy is basically one of interference in the affairs of
member countries. Notoriously the Wor1d Bank e:<erts
influence on governments to see that any concept of a

"Welfare State" does not include any foolish "hand-outs"
that are likeIy to interfere with their drive for profit.

The settling up of the Economic Commission, headed
by Professor Holmes, is another sign of the times. The
Commission's reports have to date been largely ignored,
but we cannot doubt that, as the internal crisis deepens,
they will become Government policy 

- if our present
National Party Governrnent remains in office. It is the
solution to capitalist crisis presented to them by an
'fimpartial" body. It means drastically-reduced living
standards for our people, with full freedom for monopoly
to operate with official blessing.

Fighting monopoly now is not an acadernic question,
as I am afraid some have tended to see it. The Corn-
munist Party to-day must be sure that all aspects of our
policy and activity hit hard at monopoly interests.

If we regard the struggle against monopoly now as

a means of uniting varying strata of our population under
the leadership of the Communist PErty and the working
class, we will realise that it is not as simple as at first it
may app,ear. Or, for that matter, as easy as we have so
far thought. To date we have tended to make it the one
enemy 

- monopoly, both overseas and native. This is, of
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courset correct as in a general way. Native monopoly has
no special feature that makes it kindlier towards the mass
of the people than act
is that the rnost d ost
vicious in the long do
to a degree do ninate our foreign as well as internal
policy are those located overseas as far as their head office
is concerned.

Therefore, tactically, we must make overseas monopoly
the main enemy. From time to time it is possible that
in the fight against overseas ,monopoly we will even
develop ternporary alliances with certain local monopoly
interests, without, of course, having any illusior. ,borl
the nature of native monopoly or conceding any prin_
ciples. Flexibility on this question is going to be essential
as the overseas interests move in. When we think of our
concept of the People's Alliance, it should make us realise
that, from the struggle against monopoly, we must build
support and move forward, having united various class
strata.

There i t flexibility
in tactics. leads many
comrades w', concept
as but a I Hfe or to
everyday struggle. To develop an effective fight now
agaiqst monopotry on all fronts this must be eradicated
from our work when we are apptying general policy to
various particular developments in our country.

I mentioned earlier the political role of the World
Bank. We must realjse that large-scale monopo,Iy, not
only through that medium but individually or in groups,
does work for definite political domination. We need to
show this clearly in our propaganda. We must do this

just as clearly as we show that, irresp,ective of the name
of our government, if it continues with SEATO member-
ship, support for NATO policies and with following the
U.S. 'tight or \Mrong," then such foreign poiicies make
nonsense of any suggested programme of reforms within
New Zealand.

EXPOSE MONOPOLY'S POLITICAL DOMIN.STION

While it is essential to expose by actual facts monopo-
ly price-rigging, control of markets, take-overs, etc., as
we have done (this is the aspect most clearly and easity
understood by the workers), we cannot leave it at that.
No government administering Monopoly Capitalism can
afford to run counter to it without having the economy
disrupted. That is where the political domination comes
in, a classic example coming from the early days of our
first Labour Government. In 1938-39, the threat was made
that if the government pursu,ed its industrial development
policies there would be an embarrassing "flight of
capital."

We must now look more closely for evidence of polit-
ical pressure by monopoly on governmentd and expose
them, although it is difficult to get the actual facts. This,
of eours,e, is because it is all done behind the scenes. The
appointment of big businessmen to committees and com-
missions, etc., is one way. No doubt clubs and dinner
parties of the elite are other ways.

The Governor of the Bank of England, Lord Norman,
said: "My job is to think out what the government wants
before it knows it." In evidence to the 1957 Tribunal, he
said: "The Bank of England is the banker, agent and con-
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fidential adviser to the government over a wide range cf
financial matters, domestic and international.,,

Before passing on to some corrrrnent on Big Business
operating within our shores, it might be illuminating to
point out that the number of employers in New Zealand
has decreased from 12 per cent. of the population in 1Bg1
to 9 per cent. when the last figures were given in 1958.
This is a significant trend that opens up possibilities of
unity, on specific issues opposing monopoly growth, with
small businessmen as we work towards the People's AIIi-
ance. The percentage of workers has grown in the same
period from 58 per cent. to B0 per cent. (That includes,
of course, all categories of workers.)

In 1930, there were 137 factories out of a total of
5,168 employing over 100 workers (2 per cent.). In 1960,
there were 267 out of 8,550 (3 per cent.). But, signifi-
cantly, there is no indication in the statistics of the large
number of "take-overs" in recent years, something that
means that the actual ownership of factories is falling into
fewer and fewer hands (I need not elaborate on the
"take-over" aspect - it is confirmed by the financial
columns of every capitalist newspaper and is still contjnu-
ing. We have stressed this aspect in our pamphlets and
propaganda bver since our last Conference).

An indication of the speed of capital developmqnt
recently can be seen as follows: In 1920, the value of
plants, buildings, land and machinery in the manu_fac-
turing industries was about S25 million. It took 25 years
(to 1945) to double. Only seven years (to 1952) to
double again and six years (to 1958) to double again, No
doubt the unavailable figures for tr963 would show a
similar or even greater increase. If you could strike that
many doubles through the T.A.B. you would be happy.

Atl this is quoted to show that it is not a fairy tale when
we say that monopoly, and international monopoly in
particular, is looking at our industrially-undeveloped
country and has already made the pre)iminary moves.

FOREIGN MONOPOLY IN N.Z.

Let us have a brief look at foreign monopoly operating
in New Z,ealand. The world's 20 biggest monopolies (in
order of turnover) are:

General Motors (1963 net sales 55,230 million, net
profit S521 million), Jersey Standard OiI, Royal Dutch
She1l, Ford, General Electric, Unilever (pre-tax net profit
J106.5 million, sales 51,477 million), U.S. Steel, Socony
I\{obil Oil, GuIf Oi1, Swift, Texaco, Western Electric, I.C.I.
(1963 net profit 538.4 miIlion, sales 5547 million),
Nestle's, Philips, Siemen's, Krupp's, British Motor Cor-
poration, British American Tobacco (net profit 52.3
million in 1963 in spite of the anti-cancer carnpaign).

This is not just general information. The fact is that
nearly all of them have been operating in New Zealand
for some time. For example, General Motors. Many are
setting up "local companies" somewhat similar to where,
in another sphere, we have "satellite" governments in
South America and South-East Asia operating in the
interests of the U.S. Central Government and the profit
of monopoly.

Shelt Oil (N.2.) Ltd. took over operations in 1959
with a capital of 52 million. In that year its turnover
was S20 million. That year it was left with the miserable
net profit of €300,000. A pretty good effort. But, note, it



also spent i1.3 million on plant, equipment and explora-
tion.

Likewise, Unilever have set up Lever Bros. (N.2.) Ltd.,
complete with resident directors (although one is a resi-
dent of Sydney). No one is likely to be fooled that this
is a native monopoly. It was first incorporated as a private
company away back in 1919 with 580,000 capital. By
ploughing back some of the unexported profits it has
bumped up the capital to 51 million. This firm in 1961

joined with Birdseye Foods (N.2.) Ltd. to set up Knight's
(N.2.) I.td., with the same directors as Lever Bros. They
no doubt are optimistic about getting enough profits for
distribution and ploughing back because the original
capital was only 5100. Incidentally, Birdseye (N.2.) Ltd.
also have the same directors as Lever Bros., but their capi-
tal totals J100,000.

NEW ZEAI,AND ALSO EXPORTS PROFITS

With more time, a similar tale could be told about
many of the others. It's almost like a fairy story but it is

not one. It is grim reality, with the working people paying
the piper but monopoly calling the tune.

When we sp,eak of a native monopoly, Fletchers almost
automatically comes to mind; years ago we were almost
proud that we had at last found one, but to what degree

even Fletchers is now native is doubtful. Fletchers'share-
holding is as follows: C.S.R., 27 p$ cent.; A.M'P., 9'7 per
cent.; N.Z. Government, 2.6 per cent.; Fletcher Family,
2.1 per cent.

Other lesser shareholders are the N.Z. Insurance, Bank
of N.S.W., the Australian and N.Z. Bank, various smaller
insurance firms, I.C.L and E. H. Rhodes (S21,000).

A piocess of infiltration into the New Zealand monopo-

Iy concerns from outside can be seen in most cases

now, although the dominant holdings may still be heldL

in New Zea\and. This process will continue.

Now let us look at the question of exported profits,
because some people tend to think that we export only
dairy produce, meat, wool and a few other.it'ems. From
the following figures it can be seen that this not' so.

It is difficult to say exactly what the total foreign
monopoly investment and its consequent rake-off would
b,e. Much is hidden in a way that statistics do not dis-
close. However, in 1958, there was about J200 million of
British capital invested here and about S20 million of
U.S. capitat. I think we can say that without doubt the
total has risen since 1958, especially as far as the U.S.

capital is concerned.
In the four years prior to 1958, total dollar investment

,67ss 53.5 million, of which S2.8 million was re-invested
earnings. Only 5700,000 was new capital. On the total
U.S. investments, profit and dividend remittances were
58 million, leaving us therefore with an exchange deficit
of J7.3 million. (Interesting in view of the ciaim that
overseas capital investment helps to t'so1ve" our exchange
crisis.) What it amounts to is that during this period the
New Zealand workers provided the U'S. monopolists with
surplus value exceeding S10 million on a €20 MILLION
IN\rESTMENT.

New British investment in the same period was 535.2

million, of which S,1?.3 million was new capital. Divi-
dends and remittances amounted to $3 million. This is
compared with the SB million to the U.S. from a 820

million investment' (These figures on overseas invest-
rnent are taken, by the way, from a contribution made



by Mr. W. Fisher, of Fisher and paykel, to the ttiOO fn-
dustrial Development Conference.)

Two significant things emerge. One is that U.S. mo-
nopoly is the more exploiting force at present cornpared
with United Kingdom monopoly. So much for those who
persistently cry that we must look more to ,,IJncIe Sam',
for capital to develop our country's resources. The second
is that there has been a quite considerable British in-
vestment. Many have tended to think that British invest-
ment had dried up and that it was only on the past
investment that the export of profits to British monopoly
was based. The new British investment at that period
(1954-58) stemmed no doubt from the loss of profitable
fields for investment in former colonies, etc. Another
factor which must also be borne in mind, but on which
we have no information, is the degree to which U.S. mo-
nopoly infiltration into established British monopoly
hides to some extent U.S. monopoly penetration into
New Zealand.

Mr. W. B. Sutch, at the same conference, said that in
1958 New Zealand began to correct lack of balance in
the econorny with extended industries. In two years to
1960, €73,690,000 capital had been invested in new manu-
facturing industries whose estimated annual produc-
tion was 868,462,000. The major: capital, he said, come
from abroad, mainly from Britain and Australia. (U.S.
subsidiaries in these countries can be taken as being in_
eluded in this investment.) The biggest section is petro.
Ieum and by-products (capital SZ1 million and annual
value S15 miltion). Here we find SheII and Standard
Vacuum leading.
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At the same conference, Mr. W. Rosenberg showed

that the net inflow of foreign capital (inflow less out-
flow) was 552.7 miilion in 1959'

Mr. P. R. Coney, of the Reserve Bank of New Zealand,

at the same conlerence said that in the nine years ended

March 31, 1959, New Zealand had received about 5139

million net oveiseas capital (7.2 pet cent. of the gross

capital formation). He claimed that no accurate figures
were available for earlier periods. He said that the in-
come accruing to overseas residents in 1959 was J19'6

million (?.4 per cent. of value of exports). Nine years
previously, the sum was S11.6 miilion (5.7 per cgnt' of
the value of exPorts).

And remember that Imperialism is only beginning to
Iook seriously at our undeveloped land!

Mr. Rosenberg claimed that the savings for New Zea-

land development could be supplied from domestic

resources. To show the disadvantages of dollar invest-
ment, he quoted the Sydney Sun-Herald in 1955 as say-

ing that in the past two years General Motors Holdens

had sent about $14 miilion in dividends to the U.S.A' -
three times the dotlar investments in Australia made by
General Motors over a period of 25 years- That is a real-
ly good effort at achieving maximum profit!

The Communist Party, of course, considers that the
wealth of New Zealand should be used for development

not by private exploiters but as Governlnental activity'
I will not weary you norlrwith an o;utline of the names

and ramifications of the various monopolies flourishing
in New Zealand. at present or tell you ,the interesting
story of the inter-relationship between either the capital
or the leading personalities of those in the monopoly
class. It is added as an addendum to this report and, if

t
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studied, will, we think, prove useful in the future in our
propaganda work. It certainly removes forever any illu-
sions that small business is the keyston'e of our industrial
economy, as the National Party would like to persuade
our people.

The effective influence of the big banking institutions
and their infiltration into, and inter-re1Ation with, mo-
nopoly has also been dealt with. More study of this re-
mains to be done, but an examination of the Australia
and New Zealand. Bank Ltd. and of the Commercial Bank
of Australia Ltd. shows that it is highly developed,
something that Socia1 Credit ignores in its approach
to banking

AND at the same time give more to monopoly. It
ignores totally the political and economic power of mo-

nopoly and its inherent drive for maximum profit at the
exp,ense of all outside its orbit and its inter-relationship
with the banking institutions.

The former Labour leader, Mr. Nash, said in 1957 that
monopoly controlled ?0 per cent. of prices in New Zea-

land. Following Labour's election to office that year, the

Restrictive Trades Practices Act (1958) was passed by

, Parliament. Many Labour supporters in the workers'

ranks point to this with pride, failing to see that aII it
does is demand that if monopoly has any "price ring" it
must be registered pnd open to pubtic viewing' This does

not stop monopoly concentration, its domination or its
spread. It is what you do and not what you say that
proves a thing in the lo'ng run. And it is apparent that
Labour, who in their first long term of office from 1936 to

1949 allowed, and in many cases aided, a rapid monopo-

Iy growth, have no intention of controlling monopoly.

In 1936, there were 21 new foreign company regis-

trations in New Zealand; in 1957, when Mr. Nash was

speaking about monopoly price control, there were 26;

and in 1958, when Mr. Nash was our Labour Prime Min-
ister, there were 27.

By 1959, Mr. Holloway, the Labour Minister of Com-

merce, said: "Proof of 
-good administration and the con-

fidence of investors lies in the fact that large amounts of
capital are being invested in New Zealand by Iarge over-

seas interests, such as the establishment of the oil refin-
ery, an undertaking involving some S20 million."

WHO F'IGIITS MONOPOLY?

The situation outlined above realy exists' No political
party except the Communist Party states clearly that all
ih" ti*. it will fight to restrict, and eventually eliminate,

monopoly in the interests of the mass of our people' On

the other hand, no political party has dared to say openly

the National Party AND the Labour Party have both,

when in office as the government, greatly aided monopo-

)'

&i"
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COMMUNISTS FACE MAN-SIZED TASK

We have heard since something of the long list of
secret agreements with foreign monopoly that the Labour
Governrnent entered into during its three years of office.
This knowledge comes from the National Party exposures
Iater when they indulged in the old political game.

While stating they claim for the "small man,,, Na-
tional rnake in practice no pretence about helping mo-
nopoly. The example of what has occurred around the
issue of the glassworks illustrates this. They favour mo-
nopoly and they favour overseas monopoly. Every step
the Government took was a blow at McKendrick's local
monopoly set-up and helped the international glass
cartel. The refusal to grant a few hundred thousand to
stabilise the industry contrasts sharply with the S10 mil-
lion direct aid (and unknown indirect aid) to the Tasman
Puip and Paper concern. (The Bowater's take-over fol-
lowed.) Or, again, it contrasts sharply with our National
Government's eager desire to spend some 530 million on
the Manapouri power dev,elopment mainly for the benefit
of Comalco.

From, all this it is clear that to mobilise all those op-
posed to monopoly, starting with the developing of a
united front of the worhing class as the nucleus, the
Cornmunist Party faces a man-sized task. This task can
be carried out only if we clearly recognise the special
role of otrr Party as leaders of the struggle and if we now
rnake every effort to strengthen our Party by increased
membership and influence. To do this to the full along
the lines of otrr concept of "Out to the Feople,, with our
policy is the core to success. 'We can,t tail behind certain

left-Labour elements and we can't tail behind the Federa-
tion of l,abour leadership or anybody else.

If we dq the fight at this point will he lost. We our-
selves mtrst move more openly and effectively to the

offensive.

SOCIAL DEMOCRACY IN N.Z. TO-DAY

In considering the ways to develop more effective
struggle around peace and against monopoly, the first
stumbling block we reach is the hold of social democratic

ideology on the minds of the workers' The building of
the united front of the working class is the starting point
of the road ahead. Yet this ideology stands in the way

at once. It leads to accept'ance of things as they are, the
idea that it is hopeless to struggle, that all one can do is
to rely on the Labour leaders - who are, in fact, the

tools of monopoly themselves, as their policy clearly

indicates.
The question now arises: Is social democratic ideology

as firmly based to-day as it was in former years? We

say it is not. The idealistic belief that, with the return
of a Labour Government in 1936, all things would be

solved is no longer found, except in a few of the older

workers. Yes, they will vote Labour, they say, but they

don't exp'ect much. In disiussion, many admit that, as

far as governments are concerned, it is a case of Tweed-

Iedum and Tweedledee. But, except in a few significant

cases, they do not move to open support of the Com-

munist PartY.



On the other hand, there is, in spite of the wide anti_
Communist publicity campaign, no mass hostility. When
contacted, the workers usually admit our programme is a
good one and, in many cases, they say they can,t see the
Labour leadership carrying it out. Outside the workers,
ranks, among the other wide sections of exploited in town

onfusion, some despondency, a
and a tendency to look to petty-
ns, such as those presented by

One thing can be said. That is, there have been very
few people satisfied with either Labour or National Gov-
ernments during the last few years, no matter how they
vote. (That is, outside the ranks of monopoly, of course!)

Is it not a fact that, to-day, to look for a mass basis
of activists for the Labour Party is like looking for a
needle in a haystack. There are no great numbers of
enthusiasts working consistently as in 1g35. Mass mem-
bership rests mainly on passive trade union affiliation.
In this situation there is much that is negative and much
that is positive. We must grasp the positive and correct-
Iy develop it in order to eliminate the negative.

First let me deal with what I see as the basic aspect
of the negative. This is the idea, hetd by many, that
the workers will automaticatly pass to a working-class
ideological outlook as the hold of social democratic ide-
ology weakens. And that this will have a tremendous
effect on the ideological outlook of the allies of the work-
ing class, too. In fact, events are making it very.clear
that this idea is quite wrong. Social democracy is only
a particular form of bourgeois ideology. When the work-
ers lose faith in the particular socialistic trimmings that
social democracy has provided, they remain ideologically

in the bourgeois camp. If we think seriously, we should
not be surprised. For we must always consider the fact
that for many long years the New Zealand worker has
received (when Social Security aspects are taken into ac_
count) one of the highest living standards in the capital_
ist world; and that, during that period, there has been
full employment.

It is inevitable that he does not immediately grasp the
basic reason for his lack of enthusiasm, and so he still
usually gives his v.ote to Labour. He does not immedi_

there wi_11, under Capitalism, be
instead a whittling down of his

king place now. He does not im-
mediately see that this will be followed (due to the acute
nature of the internal crisis developing in New Zealand)
by mass poverty and unemployment. He still thinks we
can afford to give capital (i.e., monopoly) its profits.

To turn to the positive side. Is it not a fact that to_
day there is no mass hostility to our party, that when
we go out to them people listen and think? That more
and more people say they agree with many of our pro_
gramme points and in some cases even adopt them in the
organisations in which they are active, including the
trade union movem,ent, as mentioned before?

,4,t first sight, this may not seem much. But consider
the rnore favourable objective situation for Farty work
that is constantly developing. Take into account the
growing capitalist crisis on the one h,and and the growing
ideological impact of socialist successes on the other
hand. Then we see that all this provides the conditions

to win the bulk of the working peo-
the population) to a working-class
y. And it provides the conditions
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for the whole labour movement, industrial and political,
to adopt a fighting workers'programme against monopoly
and for peace. And is that not, in fact, the united front
of the working class?

This will not be achieved by blasting everybody with
profound ideological arguments on Marxism-Leninism,
although they have their time and place. No, it will be
done by taking our policy of immediate demands out to
new people, by patient argument, by listening and by
learning from our new contacts. Only from them can we
learn what they feel are their own immediate problems.

To a degree, these problems dlffer from area to area,

according to age groups and many other factors. But we
must take them up no matter how small they are. For,
if we give real leadership in this way, out of these things
wiII come understanding of the major fight for peace and
against monopoly which faces those who need to pre-
serve their living standards and way of life.

That understanding will becorne fertile ground in
which to plant the idea of a socialist New Zealand. We
cannot drive, we have to nurse and to lead, step by step,

until the working class sees the correctness of our Marx-
ist-Leninist approach and becomes conscious that only
a Party based on such theories can lead the workers and

their allies against monopoly and to Socialism.

THE *MASSJtr,INry' ME'flI{OD OF WOBII

This is a suitable plaoe to say a few words about the

question of listening and learning from our new con-

ticts, from the workers. This is essential if we are to
develop the "mass-Iine" method of work that draws ever-
greater numbers into activity and struggle around the
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particular thing they are interested in or are good at. But
some comrades go too far. Th,ey seem to think that if
they meet somebody on a bus, get into conversation with
him about some aspect of party policy and don,t get
agreement, then there is automatically something wrong
with the Party poiicy.

people, we must keep our feet on the ground or we will,
as I said before, end up in a tailing position on many
issues.

Returning to the general situation facing us, Iet us, in
the changing position of the workers and their allies in
town and country, firmly grasp the positive aspect and
work on it. The possibilities will grow. That is obvious
from even a brief examination of the nature of social
democracy and of how its ideology grew in the work-
ers' minds in the labour movement in our country and
throughout. the imperialist world in the earlier period.

Lenin spent a lifetime fighting the infiltration of what
we now call social democratic ideology into the ranks of
the Social Democratic Parties which had originally been
based on Marxism. In words their Marxism remained.,
but in content it had completely vanished by the start of



World War I. Revisionism was rampant. It was this
question that caused the split in the Russian Party, then
called the Russian Social D'emocratic Labour Party, di-
viding it into the Bolsheviks and Mensheviks' It led later
to the firrmation of a new International -- the Third
(Communist) International. Had the problem not been

effectively tackled by Lenin and others, the course of
history, as far as the Russian Revolution was concerned,

would have been different and the path of the October
Revo ution of 1917 would not at that time have been

taken.
How did Lenin explain this phenomenon in the work-

ers' ranks in the imperialist countries? In effect, he

said that, out of the developrnent of Impelialism, from
a world angle it became possible for Capitalism to create

a "Iabour aristocracy" in the major industrial countries
without seriously cutting into the rising profits and im-
perialist expansion at that time. In fact, the dampening
d.own of the class struggle in the metropolitan countries
gave them at that time a favourable balance in any profit
and loss account.

We know that it was not Capitalism giving the masses

of humanity a higher living standard, as some capitalist
apologists try to persuade people. No, this was the period
of the most brutal and intensive exploitation of their
rapidly-expanding colonial empires. So, in the countries
where social democratic ideology now has a strong hold,
'there was .room then to buy off the movement by flat-
tery, by honours, by sinecure jobs for its leaders and,

for the most effective section of the workers, by higher
living standards. This tactic of the ruling class spread
right through what we now have come to term the

"W'est."

Unlike that period, to-day imperialism is in decline.
fts scope for exploiting activities is dwindling and there
are few new areas to move into. This proves the correct-
ness of the conception that we are in the era of the tran-
sition from Capitalism to Socialism. If Lenin was correct
in describing the material basis on which this ideology,
a form of bourgeois ideology within the ranks of the
working class, grew up, does not the opposite follow to-
day? Does it not logically follow that, in a time of im-
perialist decline, in the period of the growing world crisis
of imperialis,nn, to-day the rnaterial basis of this ideology
is also disappearing, creating the material conditions for
the decline of the ideology itself?

The opportunity for the ruling class to use this tactic
is vanishing. A1r,eady Social Democratic Parties in the
imperialist countries and in the countries which are
junior partners of imperialism have now emerged as
straight-out capitalist parties. Now at last their words
are matching their pro-monopoly deeds. Tthe deceitful
socialist objective they formerly pretended has been
dropped.

The last conference of the New Zealand Labour Party
clearly indicated that this is so with them. The Labour
Party here is exposed as a party whose bulk of member-
ship and supporters consists of workers, but whose ide-
ology is wholly capitalist. In these circumstances, the
Labour Party can have no program,me except one that is
compatible with the interests of monopoly. For the work-
er, for .his living standards, for his needs and aspira-
tions, social dernocracy in New Zealand, has nothing more
to give.

It is in this situation that we say the objective condi-
tions are arising that will aid our Party in its task of win-



ning the workers to a working-class ideological outlook.
Our slogan is "Out to the People - On to the Offensive."

CONCENTRATION ON INDUSTRY

At this point it is well to examine our work during
the past period when we have consistently stressed that
our relatively small Party, having decided its policy,
must concentrate at the vital point. This point is where
the opportunity is greatest and where the results, when
we make gains, are likely to be firm anC of a lasting na-
ture. This vital point means the v,zorkers in industry.

To some degree we have concentrated here. But our
whole Party has still not seen the importance of this or
how to do it. Many comrades not in industry leave it to
those who are. They fail to see the importance of their
own contact with industrial workers and the possible
spreading of influence from that. On the other hand,
many comrades in industry get so bogged down with the
essential activity and lead they give on "bread-and-
butter" struggles that they forget the need to introduce
our politics.

Lenin referred to the trade unions as the "mass organ-
isations of struggle of the working class," and it is as such
that we should regard them. It follows, therefore, that
when we say concentrate on winning influence and mem-
bers in industry, then work - Pariy work - in tlie trade
union fi.eld assumes immense importance. On this there
has been no disagreernent. But, when we warn our mem-
bers that to see such work only within the scope of trade
union struggle on economic demands is not a Communist
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approach-but is basically to fal1 into the error that
Lenin criticised so effectively in such works as ,,What Is
to Be Done?" as an economist approach arising from the
infiltration of social democratic ideas into our own
rsnk5 - the warning is not always understood or taken
seriously.

COMMUNISTS TN THE TR.{DE UNIONS

Communists must give leadership around immediate
demands, victimisation issues, etc., as a duty. The Com-
munist Party mnst never walk away from the workers in
struggle, no mattbr how "sticky" the issue may be, or, for
that matter, no matter what Federation of Labour 1eaders
or others may think about a particular dispute. If the
workers are in difficulties in any particular dispute due
to wrong tactics, we must flnd a wa5r out, not leave them
in a mess. We must never forget that basically, when the
mass of workers in any industry move into action against
the-boss, they are in the right as far as we are concerned.
We must make no bones about being biassed in that direc-
tion - any more than the employers make no bones
about being biassed in the opposite direction.

However, if we make our whole objective in trade
union work the carrying out of the economic struggle, the
"bread-and-butter" issues that I referred to previously,
then we are not working inside the trade unions as Co n-
munists but only as militant trade unionists.

Communists here, as elsewhere, have a special role to
play. That role is to win the rnass of the trade unionists
to realise that wider issues than the economic field are of
vital importance, that politics in the trade unions are an
essential thing if successful strtrggle is to be conducted.
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weaknesses, a systematic struggle against economist trends.
There is still much to be done. There have been successes,
but almost wholly on particular issues where the trado union
bureau has been able to give personal leatlership. Ihere is a
long way to go before a real dent is made' over-aill' Ilowever,
the particulai issu"s have their importance, since we ourselves
are learning a lot."

I think that sums uP our Position.
Returning now to Lenin's concept that the trade unions

are the mass organs of struggle of the working class, it
must be clearly understood that Lenin did not at any

time think that "struggle" in itself was enough. He

fought, as we have'to fight, to see that working-cIass
politics be made a living part of the trade union move-
ment so the battle against the boss can be flnally won
by the elimination of the boss class.

Let us just briefly see what happens when this is not
the situation. There are many of our New Zealand trade
unions where economism and reformism is rampant. There

is, it is true, passive struggle" A1l legal means are used

around those 'zbread-and-butter" issues. But what are in
fact reactionary politics, bourgeois politics, are introduced.
Those who cry loudest against the introduction of politics
into the trade unions are, in fact, steeped in hidden po-

litical action themselves. Hidden because they have, and

use, the politics of the employing class. We must not
forget that there are two ideologies in the world to-
day- bourgeois and proletarian (socialist).

TIIE QUESTEON OT' 'NO POLITICS!''

Perhaps the best example of how those who cry out
against politics use them themselves is to be found in
what occurred with the foundation of the World Federa-



tion of Trade Unions after the conclusion of World War II.
The W.F.T.U. was split by the British, American and
other trade union leaders (although nobody had cried
louder against "politics" than the U.S. union leaders con-
cerned). And what was the world trade union move-
ment split about? The main issue was support or other-
wise for the Marshall P1an, the political imperialist policy
of the "Cold War" ! On the other har-rd, where Party
Ieadership is strong, we see from the subsequent history
of the W.F.T.U. struggle around economic issues co:
ordinated with a strong political 1ine.

We must learn from this. In New Zealand we often
find, particularly in relation to Federation of Labour
policy nationally, that, on immediate economic issues

affecting the workers' living standards, many progressive
policy points are ad.vanced. We welcome and support
these. tsut in the political fle1d, around such issues as our
membership of SEATO, or even on the matter of fraternal
visits to and from trade unionists of socialist Iands, trade
with the socialist world, etc., a reactionary political line
emerges.

We can ignore, or remain passive on, this to the peril
of the New Zealand working class. We must fight to get a
progressive policy around the whole range of important
economic and political demands. We must achieve strong
Party leadership in the trade union tnovement, based on

rank-and-file support, Party leadership which realises
that to be a good trade union leader one must base one's

work on the Cornmunist approach as outlined here.

It is necessary to say that we have made some improve-
ment in our work in this direction. (Those more closely
associated with it can describe this in their contributions')

But it would be an illusion to think that the economist
danger has been overcome, any more than has the danger
mentioned in previous reports of basing ourselves and our
policies on a few advanced sections of the working class -a sort of modern "Triple Alliance" idea. Such an illusion
must be guarded against. It is dangerous "Ieftism," as a
Iittle thought will show. The employing class are more
and more using the Government, the capitalist state
apparatus, even in minor disputes, and no advanced section
or combination can on its own successfully battle against
the full forces of the state. The strong sections must use
their strength to build up the weaker ones. Then a united
trade union movement will arise, based on the weapon of
class struggle.

The foundation for trade union unity to-day is good.

Many right-wing leaders have received a setback, arising
from our correct methods of work. The Federation of
Labour has a policy that allows for its programme to be
taken on to the jobs. Recently, several aspects of F.O.L.
policy, outside pf the direct economic fi.eld, have been
good. (For example, around the Cuba crisis, the French
Pacific Bomb tests and the denial of Chinese visas.) This
is a heartening sign. Our weakness is that we have done
Iitt1e to help take our policy on to the jobs. There has
been little strength in our push.. The trade union move-
ment in Christchurch has probably done more on this than
anywhere e1se. But to what extent the Party influence
has been a major factor is as doubtful there as elsewhere.

We have stated from time to time that there is grow-
ing militancy among the workers. The following table
setting out the figures for industrial disputes during
recent years shows this:
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For Nine Months
Ended,

Sept. 30, 1957
Sept. 30, 1958
Sept. 30, 1959

Sept. 30, 1960
Sept. 30, 1961
Sept. 30, 1962

Total Total No. of Workers Worlcing
lVo. Duratiotu Inuolued DaAs Lost

(DaUs)
......... 39 119] 10,539 16,738
.........41 120 to,2t9 12,339
. . . .. . .. . 61 182* t5,277 22,197
. .. . . .. . . 51 330+ t2,557 34,2b3
......... 59 29t 13,997 30,423
......... 75 426+ 20,509 58,227

Considering the strikes since September, 1962, we have
no doubt that the process is continuing.

To conclude this portion of the report, we say that
comrades in the trade union movement, particularly those
in leadership, have to fight against an environment in the
New Zealand movement which is based on arbitration and
conciliation over a lengthy period. For this environment
does tend to devetrop narrow trade union ideas rather than
revolutionary Marxist ones. We cannot stress too much
the fact tha.t one of the most effective weapons we can use
in this whole struggle, and one that will not only help us
in our efforts to win wider contact and influence in indus-
try but also help ideologically, is the development of
industry programmes-programmes that apply Com-
munist policy to an industry and its particular problems,
programmes that break down our general national policy
into detail as it affects the workers in an industry and that
also bring in our politics. T[e have talked for years on
this but at last, with the building industry programtne and
others, we are on the way. The importance of the further
development of industry prggrammes is obvious.
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WE MUST WIN THE YOUTEI

A number of those who contributed to the pre-
Conference discussion stressed the need to do something
about the winning of youth and were critical of our Iack
of work among youth. This is correct and must be more
effectively tackled. However, little in the way of positive
suggestion emerged, apart from the fact that we should
still persist in the formation of a Youth Movement. This
lack of ideas is not surprising. The contributors have
evidently met the same difficulty as we have at the centre.
The trouble is that for a long period the objective condi-
tions have not been at all favourable for any great
advance in this field. The economic conditions have pro-
vided plenty of jobs and to-day's youth have grown up in
a period of passivity of struggle which has done nothing
to awaken their interest in direct economic demands. This
is the rock we have struck in our efforts in industry and
in the trade unions. Moreover, in New Zealand, even the
horrors of atomic war still appear very remote to the
average young person. In these conditions, the most
blatant bourgeois propaganda (much of it direct from the
U.S.A. and expressing the decline of even bourgeois
"morality" as the world crisis of Capitalism grows) has
had a considerable effect.

Here, however, as elsewhere, the objective conditions
are becoming ever more favourable. To-day we know of
many young people who on leaving school have been
unable to take up apprenticeships in the trade they wished
to follow. For the firms concerned have decided to
reduce or cut out the taking on of new apprentices. I
speak here of Auckland from personal knowledge. No



NEW COI\IDITIONS E,MESGING HER,E, TOO

In the political field there is the first sign for some
time that our Party is beginning to attract the youth. At
the National Centre we have had a number of letters from

out our Party and its policy and
is significant and encouraging.
oung people taking part in cer-

tain social activities, at film showings, etc. The number
of young people at the October 1 film evening run by
our Auckland District and at the November 7 occasion
Iast year was quite considerable. If we look at the
Peopfle's Voice picnic held in Auckland, we cannot say
that we have no contact with.youth. They were there in
numbers - and not just dragged along by their parents.
In my own area, some seven young chaps aged between
17 and 19, only two of whom had any previous associa_
tion with us, went to immense effort organising how to
get to the boat for that picnic. It was significant, per_
haps, that they preferred to make their o*r, ,r.".rg"_
ments as to how to get to the boat. I think it shows that
the key to success lies in having confidence in them and
Ietting them do things their way, even if that way does
seem a little "pecu1iar,, to us. The background of their
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earlier years in which they have grown up does make
them shy off being organised too much.

I mention these things to show that, while imrnense
difficuities do exist, all is not gloomy and there is a scope
for advance in winning the young people right now. Aris_
ing from a decision of the political Committe,e about 18
months ago, it was decided to attempt to re-establish a
centralised youth movement in Auckland. This attempt
has failed. In fact, an initial effort to hold a central film
evening using the Moscow youth Festival film attracted
only three or four youths.

This lack of attendance was not solely d.ue to lack of
interest by youth contacts - it also showed a sad lack of
"yorrth consciousness', by party members, something we
must overcome,

So we should not think we cannot proceed. At present
a central organisation may not prove attractive, but there
are signs of organisation springing up in the various
suburbs, particularly in tho-se a little more remote from
the city centre. In such areas it is also worth noting that
other youth organisations are beginning to flourish and
there is emerging a small section who vaguely look to
some organised activity, mainly social but leaning tovr,ards
a socialist approach and the peace struggle, while for a
few the revolutionary aspect of the Communist pdrty is
becoming an attraction - as it should.

We must not ignore local youth organisations, includ-
ing the religious. They have many positive points. On
youth organisation we are progressing, but it must be done
according to the local circumstances and n'ature of con_
tact, with more or less politics according to those circum_
stances. Above all, we must take care never to appear
to be imposing conditions or policy. If we work tactluily,



our lead will be accepted. But youth will not be driven.
Working this way, we will, in the not-distant future, suc-
ceed in establishing a central youth organisation based on
a socialist outlook, one capable of giving 1eadership to
wider sections of our youth than its actual membership.

I have spoken only about Auckland experience on the
question of youth for two reasons. First, too little has
been reported frorn other centres, although to a degree
they must have had similar experiences. Secondly, it was
in Auckland, our strongest centre, that we decided to
attempt to move out organisationally as far as youth was
concerned.

To sum up - the position is still not good, but the
prospects are improving. We will make an advance if we
use them and act.

OUR, MAORI PEOPLE AND EOLYNESIANS

Many branches, individual comrades and non-Party
contacts have referred to our lack of an effective pro-
gramme for dealing with the particular problems and
needs of our Maori people and the large number, at least
in the Auckland area, of Polynesians who have settled
in New Zealand after leaving various Island territories.
(Incidentally, our Maori population is growing rapidly.
There has been an increase of 20.3 per cent. in the 1956-61
period, bringing the total to 165,006.)

This lack of a programme to deal with the immediate
problems of the Polynesian people, as distinct from the
general problems they face together with the Pakeha
worker, does not arise from Iack of attention but from a
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Iack of detailed knowledge. Some quite good work has
been done, both through the trade union movement and
by the Party in its direct activity in industry and in the
areas where there is a considerable Maori population.
The number of Maoris and Islanders who buy our paper
regularly in Auckland through pub sales is quite consider-
able. It has increased from the initial spurt at the time of
the "No Maoris 

- No Tour" campaign around the AIl
Blacks Rugby tour to South Africa.

But, beyond that initial contact and a general friend-
Iiness to ourselvesas Communists, wehave notprogressed.
We must strive to bring Maoris into our Party. Such com-
rades would have personal knowledge of the particular
problems of our Maori and Island people, which do not
vary so very much from those of the Pakeha 

- at the
workers' Ievel, anyway. Such comrades would teach us
to understand and help at the point where the tribal
background and the cultural heritage from the past come
in conflict with modern capitalist so,ciety in New Zea-
Iand. From this would evolve a programme beyond the
issues of no racial discrimination, etc., around which we
have already, on many occasions, conducted struggles.

We have to win the confidence of the Maori people
and Maori Communists are the ones to accomplish this in
the initial stages. We must al1ow for the general distrust
among our Maori people of the white man, including
white workers, arising from (and justified in many cases
by) past history and the co_lour bar still existing to-day
in many places.

The fact is that we have not seriously tried to recruit
among our. Maori contacts, both in the areas and in indus-
try. I know that the Maori (and the Polynesian gener-



ally) is very hard to pin down to firm organisation. In
my youth, in the Far North, I worked on relief work on
many occasions with gangs at least 95 per cent. Maori
and played football in teams in which a couple of Pakehas
were the exception. In the unemployed struggles and
everything e1se, they joined enthusiastically and firmly -but not to organise or lead.

Things are changing, however, and the Maori and
Island workers now in industry in our cities have come
under the general impact of capitalist society, and eventu-
ally Maori and other Polynesian Communists will emerge,
playing the leading role that is the essential task of a

Communist. We must not wait for this to happen spon-
taneously must go and look for these members now.
Success here will bring us nearer to the semi-rural and
rural Maori population where the tribal background and
heritage is stronger and where difficulties in understand-
ing exist for us.

Whatever happens, we must not approach this prob-
lem from the angle that "we know." The fact is we don't
and we must learn.

The National Centre, due to the good fortune of hav-
ing two or three interested comrades working in this field,
recently set up a sub-committee which will greatly help
our knowledge of Polynesian history, background and
other factors. But, to a large extent, this will remain
academic and our programme will remain one of vague
generalities unless we luild up that essential contact of
which I have spoken. I do believe, however, that this
move will enable us to discuss their own particular prob-
Iems with our Maori and Island peoples and thus open
the way for us to learn more still from them.
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WOEK AMONG WOMEN

The question of deve.toping more effective work among
women around their special problems is one that will
again have to be tackled in the coming period. On al1
these questions, however, we must rerneniber our small-
ness of numbers and that the need to concentrate at
certain points is still a limiting factor. Some good work
has been done in drawing women workers inlo greater
activity in industry, while many area branches have done
good work by the holding of women,s afternoon or eve-
ning discussions and film showings. Exp,erience shows that,
on problems such as prices, cost of schooling, cost of hous-
ing, etc., women are very often more agitated and wor-
ried than although in their own opinion they are
totally non-political.

There is scope here for advance not only among
women in industry, where naturaliy.the greatest possibili-
ties exist. Advance is also possible among the housewives
who do not go out to work in industry, if our branches
will make the effort. This could s1ow1y but surely lead to
the organisation of wornen around the things which are
worrying them. This should be our objective.

THE COUNTEYSIDE

The Party has recently gained respect and a little
influence in some of our rural areas. This sma[ advance
among the working farmers and the rural population in
general has been based on our forthright policy on the



European Economic Community and the marketing prob-
lems of primary produ"ce. The average farmer is facing
acute difficulties as far as future market prospects are
concerned. In many cases, he is deeply in debt through
mortgages, hire purchases of farm machinery and other
things. He is hit by the rising costs of production, due to
the fact that most farm requirements are sold to him by
groupings where monopoly price rings are operating.
Consequently, he is not impressed with present Govern-
ment policies.

Among the smaller farmers, the o1d hostility towards
monopoly is re-appearing and a trend towards the exten-
sion of co-operative methods in distribution and purchase
of farm r6quirements has started. It is significant that in
recent months it is farmers' co-operative organisations
that have bought Russian potash and glass in buik. This
trend in the countryside (in the areas where the small and
middle farmer predominate) is a weleome one. The time
is ripe for our Party,'difficult as it may be, to make the
preliminary moves to get out into the countryside. We
know it can be done only on a small scale and that we
cannot divert any main force away from concentration in
industry. But there are some things which we can do, as

is proved by recent experiences where an effort has been
made.

The pamphlet, "New Zealand's Way Out of the Com-
mon Market Menace," was distributed not only tofarmers'
organisations nationally but locally, too, whenever pos-
sible. Where farmers were contacted personally with it,
they not only read it but discussed it keenly, showing they
had appreciated it and were in favour of the programme
advanced. Some time ago, when we issued a leaflet on
the E.E.C. issue, some comrades distributed them at the
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Iocal monthly stock sale with a very good response.
Where comrades in the trade union movement have on
certain issues contacted farmers, pointing out that they
have much in common because all are the victims of mo-
nopoly, they have not been chased away as "subversive
influences."

The winning of our allies in the countryside is a vital
question for us, not only now in the immediate struggles
but for the future as we look towards the People's Alli-
ance - to Socialism. It is one of the questions on which
we come into sharp conflict with the social democratic
outlook, which has all the time endeavoured to convince
the workers that all farmers are as much his enemy.as
the employing class.

It is right here that I think we can start to do a little
more. In the trade union movement, our comrades must
use every opportunity not only to make contact locally
and, if possible, nationally, with the farmers, organisa-
tions, but to overcome in the trade union movement this
erroneous idea that the farmer is automatically an enemy
who must be fought on every possible occasion. He wi1l
be an enemy only if we do not win him into unity in
corunon struggle. The trade union movement must be
convinced of this. I recall that, as we emerged from the
depression years (approximately 1g3Z), it was a group
of branches of the then Farmers' IJnion (now Federated
Farmers) in the Far North who approached the Auckland
Trades Council for a meeting with their leadership to
discuss common problems. The meeting was attended by
some 500 farmers and discussion in groups afterwards
went on into the small hours. Now, as we look to the
future, it is not the farmers to whom we should look for
the initiative but the workers' organisations. That is ,,vhy



we can only make tentative moves now because any major
effort must be based on a strong conviction in the cities
on the question. However, as already sa.id, something can
be done.

fn those days, a1I People's Voices that were not sold
were picked up from the printery or the District Offices
and, when cars were moving through the countryside,
thrown out at farmers' gates and to any group of workers
on the roadside. It seems elementary, but it is a fact that
the then People's Voice lnad a bigger sub. Iist in rural
areas than it has now. Much of it could be traced to this
method of contact. It was better than selling the returns
as waste paper or whatever happens now. It would take
a little organisation and effort to do that now. But it
should be done.

When Party propaganda is topical and deals with
rural problems, distribution at local stock sales etc., could
be done, as it rras with the E.E.C. treaflet in one case. It
could be done with the People's Voice when the issue
contains articles of farming interest, too. When we get
started we could even consider issuing a People's Voice
special when we have the right material.

Many comrades' and Party sympathisers have friends
and relations in the farming areas. The whole of New
Zealand is like this. But do we use the contact? I doubt
it. Yet the more favourable response lately shows the
importance of utilising every opportunity.

I have tried here to show that, while we can't do all
we, would like to do right now to win the aIlies of the
working class in the countryside into unity around the
struggie against Big Business, we can, and must, do sorne-
thing.
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I will quote briefly from a recent issue of the N.Z.Commercial Grousey, the organ of the New Zealand V;;;_table and produce Growersl Federation. It almost reminds

1e of the people's Voice when dealing *itl th_-;;;;of living index. It says:
"For the grower, one of

litUe surnmary is that the
and
the
hom
othe
ing

It then goes on with a statistical table showing
jl".-""1u. in living costs over the past seven years. Thiskind of thing shows what a wide 

^basis 
exists for contactand discussion around policy.

ECONOMIC SITUATION AND OUB POLICY

not going into detait about the policy we havebeen advancing to meet the growing crisis conditions. Ithas been we, thrashedin the"p"oeizTt\tor""and in party
p_amphlets, leaflets, bulletins, etc. It is the opinion of thlNational Committee _ and obviously the general opinion,if one judges from the nature of thl pre_Conferenci: dis_cussion material - that it is a correct pl["y, that it _""i"the present situation and that the main problem remainsthe finding of more effective ways of taking it out to widersections of the workers and others *f,o ur,. t;;;exploited by monopoly.

The programme is not perfect, and in our opinion theweakness is that it has not been developed in a iu1ly com_



prehensive way. The problem of the incoming national
leadership, as we see it, will be one of expanding it in
more detail around the various points, particularly those
of the propaganda put out nationally in industry (through
industry programmes) and in the areas (by tackling local
problems).

However, for the record, and to refresh your memories,
I will include the main points.

Seek new markets for New Zealand's exports on the
basis of mutually advantageous and reciprocal trade with
the countries of Socialisrn and the newly-independent
countries of Asia and Africa.

Break completely with the disastrous foreign policy of
"follow the U.S.A., right or wrong."

Demand withdrawal from the SEATO pact on the
grounds that its membership is against the national in-
terests, the United Nations Charter and the furtherance
of Pacific and world peace; and from the ANZUS pact
for the same basic reasons.

Insist that our Government should lead in the United
Nations and elsewhere in the campaign for banning atom
bombs and for world disarmament.

Demand withdrawal of New Zealand,s forces from
Malaya, refuse to engage on behalf of any imperialism
in any similar aggressive action elsewhere.

Base foreign policy on peaceful co-existence and.
friendship and base New Zealand's defence policy on
recognition that friendship and mutual trade with our
neighbours and the world are our soundest defence. On
this principle we would reduce defence expenditure to
S5 million annually from the present 530-odd million
and use part of the funds'saved in pursuing a policy
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of establishing friendly relations and trade with our
Asian neighbours and with the socialist nations.

Recognise the Chinese People's Republic straight away.
Fight the power of monopoly over our domestic econo-

my. Our policy is to:
Nationalise such key industries as the freezing com-

panies, fertiliser companies, the coastal shipping com-
panies, the stock and station agencies, the insurance
companies, paper pulp industry and related sections
irrespective of whether capital held in New Zealand or
overseas. Break the power of the banks by nationalising
the trading banks. On the basis of experiences of licens-
ing trusts, nationalise the liquor industry.

Develop new basic state industry in the following
spheres and keep monopoly out: Iron and steel, chemi-
cal, aluminium.

Build g-overnment oil refinery. Oil deposits in New
Zealand to be developed only by gorzernment. Policy
in this field to be to work in co-operation with estab-
lishment of government-owned coal utilisation plants in
national interests.

Start the development of government-owned over-
seas shipping service.

Industrialisation to be financed from countries that
will take New Zealand products as payments in negotiated
long-term deliveries and by long-term credits from such
solrrces at low-interest rates.

Nationalised industries to have full trdde union rep-
resentation on controlling bodies. This principle to ex-
tend to existing nationalised industry and services.

Government action to prevent mergers, overseas "take-
overs" of existing industry, distributive business organi-
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sations, etc., where such moves are contrary to public
interest.

A living wage for a forty-hour week: Here our policy
is that the government should effect a wage order with
a minimum wage of 516 for a forty_hour week; restora_
tion of fuII margins for skill in industry in interests ofall workers; equal pay for women.

Repea1 of all anti-trade union laws contained in the
I.C. and A. Act and the police Oflences Act.

Strict and effective pegging of prices, profits and rents
to be instituted immediately.

Introduction of effective control of capital issues in na_
tional interests.

Development of joint government_consumer organisa_
tion on a wide basis, including the tracle unions,-to de_
velop m,ethods o{ control of prices, profits, etc., in the
workers' interests.

Place the burden of taxation on the wealthy. Achieve
this by increasing the maximum rate payable on high
personal and company taxation. personal exemption
to disappear at S2,000 per annum. Sharp increaie in
taxation of personal incomes over 52,000. Similar sharp
increase in taxation of company incomes over f10,000.

Raise the personal income tax exemption level to $18
a week (f,6?6 per annum) and increase the allowance for
a wife to S4 a week (S209 per annum) and for each child
to S2 a week (5104 per annum). Abolish taxation on
extra wage payments received for dangerous, unhygienic
or specially arduous work.

Abolish the Social Security tax (which is a flat_rate,
ungraduated tax on all income). Incorporate the present
Social Security tax in the income tax on companies apd
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wealthy individuals on the basis of the principles out-
lined above.

Abolish the Sales Tax on aII but luxury lines.
Generally cancel or tighten up on all the concessions

granted to Big Business, such as special depreciation, the
lower average rnaximum rate of tax on dividends, etc.

Sharply increase sales tax on luxury items.
To meet the imrnediate needs in our health services we

propose:
The provision of an adequate number of full-time.

hospital staff and facilities to meet a1l the needs of the
people.

The withdrawal of subsidies from private hospitals and
use of this money to improve public hospital services.

Removal of right of doctors (general practitioners) to
charge extra fon their services .on top of the Social
Security subsidy. Increase in payment from state to
doctors to cover this, taking into account the rise in the
cost of living since the original subsidy was set.

A policy for our education: Greatly-increased all-round
salaries for teachers. Urgent attention to housing needs
for teachers. A country service allowance and.increased
allowances for degrees and other such qualifications.

More and larger bursaries for students at university
who intend to become teachers.

fncrease in spending on school building programme to
ensure adequate classroom space for smalldr classes. Re-
placement of prefabricated buildings by better per-
manent buitrdings.

Provision of assembly halJ.s, gymnasiums and ample
playing fields for all schools.

Addition of free stationery to present free textbook
scheme but work to be-done by special administrative
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staff so that teachers do not lose teaching time. Similar-
ly, sports periods to replace military training periods and
no introduction of religious teaching into syllabus
(sufficient staff would allow teachers adequate free
periods to prepare, mark work, etc.)

Provision of adequate finance for School Committees
and Parent-Teacher Associations so that they can get on
with their real job of helping administer the school in
the interests of their children. (At present the great
nrajority of their effort has to be spent in money-raising
fairs, raffles, etc., to get funds for things that should be
supplied by adequate government funds.)

A programme for youth: Apprentices to have fuller
facilities for training and technical education" This to
include sufficient time made available during working
hours. Training to be paid for by the state.

State grants for education, primary, secondary and
university,,to be increased.

State to make financial provision for more sports
grounds and coaches. Also aid to athletic clubs. This
to be under strpervision of appropriate government de-
partment.' Coaches to be attached to cIubs.

Assistance to cultural groups. More trained personnel
to lead and direct this. Approach should be broad
enough to cover diverse tastes.

Special assistance and encouragement to Maori youth.
This to include preservation of Maori culture and legis-
lation against racial discrimination.

Build cheap hornes for the people: Increas,ed state-
house and state-f1at building programme, financed at low
rate of interest (1 per cent. to 11/2 per cent. through
Reserve Bank, as done formerly).
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Provision of finance at low rate of interest to work-
ing people wishing to build own homes' Effective gov-
ernment over-a1l control of costs charged by private
builders where government loans used.

Control of any luxury building that adversely affects
housing development or essential industrial construc-
tion.

Give essential aid to all srnall farmers. This can be
carried out by loans at a low rate of interest for develop-
ment and housing., Guaranteed price for butter-fat to
be on a sliding scale ensuring adequate incorne for
small producer. Development of similar guaranteed price
schemes for other sections of farmers where possible in
co-operation with farmers' organisations.

Government aid where necessary to strengthen rural
producers' and consumers' co-operatives. Aid co-operative
development in buying and machine utilisation agencies.

Increased grant to Department of Agricultu.re to
strengthen technical and scientific assistance to working
farmers.

Scale down mortgage commitments where effect
is crippling production and producing a low living

'standard.

:k*{.

The main factor in our situation in New Zealand is
that we remain tied firmLy to the plans of Imperialism,
particularly those of the U.S. Events every day show more
clearly that this prevents any freedom of action toward
solving the internal economic problems that face us.
Therefore we have to make our people see that our Gov-
ernment's continued membership of SEATO, their support
for the "Cold War" policies in the United Nations, their



attitude to NATO, th'eir opposition to recognition of China
and its entry into the United Nations and their continu,ed
recognition of Chiang Kai-shek - their position generally
makes any development of long-range reciprocal trade
with the socialist world but a pipe dream. It leads instead
to "solving" the problems in New Zealand by the placing
of the burden of capitalist crisis on the shoulders of the
working people and not on those of the capitalist class
who exploit our resources and peopl,e for their own profit.

In other word.s, the growing crisis in Capitalism
sharpens the struggl,e against monopoly and against
knperialism in our own country. There is only one \^zay
out and that is to fight. We have to make the rank. and
file of th,e labour movement see this and from that knowl-
edge go forward together on the offensive. On a wo,r1d
scale, readtion, to meet the growing problems arising frorn
imperialist deeline, is mounting a world-wide offen,"sive
against the working peoples and against the r,evolutionary
movements. They will deliver sharp blows in New Zea-
land as elsewhere. Communist policy is the only one that
provides the answer.

The rejection of Britain for mernbership of the E.E.C.
has led some comrades to consider that our position has
suddenly improved economically. This is not so. We said
in a Political Committee report in, JuIy, 1961, that,
whether Britain was in or outside the Common Market in
Europe, New Zealand faces crisis. This still holds good.
As we stated then, Britain no longer can provide the more
or less stabl,e market at an economic price for the bulk
of our primary exports as it has in the past. This is
because of the rapid decline of British Imperialism. This
decline continues and, in Britain, no adequate alternative
policy to entry to the E.E.C. is likely to change it, any
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more than British entry as Arnerica's satellite would have
done. Our problems remain and the only solution to them
remains reciprocal trade with the socialist world and with
the n,ewly-deveJ.oping countries where the national libera-
tion movement has fought through to victory.

The rejection of Britain's entry into the E.E.C. as a
result of the veto of the French Government may provide
a breathing spac'e, as is indicated by our increased butter
quota for Britain. This will enable som,e producers to
switch rapidly from cheese production in order to relieve
the mark,eting difliculty of selling the growing mountain
of cheese. However, it is likely to prove but a short
breathing space. An urgent need of the British Govern-
ment now for internal reasons is to provide cheaper food
to Britain. They won't try to do it as far as industrial
goods for consumption are concerned, as that is in the
sphere of monopoly. Increased butter quotas will lead to
reduced price and in the end, if the New Zealand Gov-
ernrylent hangs on to the present policy, we will find the
British Government solving its problems at our expense.

fn fact, that is likely to be the direction of British
policy as far as the whole of the Commonwealth is con-
cerned. For the British Government, that will be its way
of finding a breathing space. That ties of Ernpire and
bXood mean nothing has been proved. So there is no solu-
tion for us in that direction. The menace, as outlined in
the pamphlets, "New Zealand Faces Crisis" and '.New
Zealand's Way Out of the Comrnon Market Menace,,,
rernains.

For that matter, there is no c,ertainty that Britain will
not enter the Common Market in the future. I outlined
eaplier the background of French opposition, which basic-
ally is a challeng,e to U.S. Imperialism by another imperi-



alism trying to find freedom for its own designs. It would
be a bold man who would say that it is certain that U.S.
pressure at this stage rvill not in time alter that situation
again for a p,eriod.. Don't forget that the U.S. imperialists
desperately need Britain in to help rneet that challenge.

Some comrades may consider that lately we made an

error in saying that Britain would join the E.E.C. in view
of the fact that Britain has now been rejected as a full
member. This is true but it was not a serious mistake. It
in no way alters the correctness of Party policy around
the whole issue. We did, however, fail to realise the
sharpening of conflict in the imp,erialist camp that led to
the French bucking the U.S. and applying a veto.

EMPLOYMENT:

Employment statistics are worth looking at and are
a reply to those who say we are over the top as far as

economic problems are conoerned. In 1951, notified vacan-
cies were 21,968. In 1959, they went to their lowest
figure of 5,300 and then rose to 6,764 in 1960 and 9,196

in 1961. But in December, 1962, they w,ere down to 6,849.

Although on a small sca1e, we now hav,e some permanent
unemployment. But if overseas borrowing for current
income (which has be'en a feature of recent years and
which cannot continue indefinitely) stopped, it would rise
sharply immediately.

Terms of trade are also running against New Zea-
land consistently, as the following figures show:
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All exports - Year
195?
1958 .:
1959

, ,.960
1961
t962

Indet No.
100

86
100

96
90
92.6

An average of 94.1 over the six-year period and four
out of six unfavourable. Therefore, our balance-of-
payments problem remains, as does the solution of
reciprocal trade with socialist countri,es.

Industrial expansion in New Zealand will not prove
a solution, either, if the present policy of helping it by
introducing greater monopoly interests into our country
is pursued. That is National policy and, unfortunat,ely,
it is also official Labour policy. The figures given earlier
of monopoly exploitation by overseas interests should
make it plain that that policy is dir,ected to help Big
Business, not the economic interests of lhe people. .Only
the programme for economic expansion outlined by our
Party will guide New Zealand to the solution. Therefore,
as was said before, our main task is to develop our Party
progrdmme on a wider and more detailed basis.

THE COMING ELECTIONS

This is election year and our Party must prepare to
participate in the campaign to the full. As yet, the
majority of people sti1l look on politics as concenned only
with Parliamentary and other elections. There is always
a greater political interest aroused at election tim,e. This
presents us with the opportunity of taking our programme



out to a wide section of interested workers. It follows
that our Party must b,e active and must get its propaganda
out to all areas possibtre, naturally with concentration on

those electoratees where we are standing.
It is interesting to note that a number of comrades and

non-Party friends, as well as Party branches, have raised
fhe issue of the need to-day to stand Communist candi-
dates in as many seats as possible. In fact, a number
raised the desirability of standing in over half as a means
of showing that an alternative, from the workers' point
of vi,ew, was available as a government even to-day' They
stressed the psycho ogical effect of this approach on the
mass of the people. This is a welcome development, ars

formerly we very often found ourselves arguing about
the necessity of standing 'even three or four candidates
and in practice our campaign would be simply a "get-
behind-Labour" one.

From a general political angle, it is certainly desirable
to stand the maximum numb'er of Party candidat'es and
it would be very fine if we could advance, for example,
fifty. Frorn the strategical approach, that is our objec-
tive. However, we have to examine all factors and con-
sider certain tactical questions. True, we are not and

must not be blackmailed by the Labour treadership with
the cry that the "Communists are splitting the vote." To

accept that is to hand the Parliamentary fieid to them and

merely hope that the work'ers' influence in the movement

will force a few progr,essive legislative actions' On the
other hand, v,re have to take into account the hold of
social democracy stil1 and advanc'e on the political parlia-
mentary field in a way that does not initially drive work-
ers away through lack of understanding. We have to con-
vince them that the crying need to-day is for Communist

M.P.'s who would fight inside and outside Parliament in
the workers' interests and that in 1963 no one else will
consistently do that.

I doubt, however, if to extend ourselves to the extent
of contesting a majority of seats would accomplish this
result except in a very small circle. On the other hand,
we should. stand a large number of candidates, certainly
more than at the last election. First and foremost, we
must contest seats in the areas where we have the gr,eatest
Party strength. In the citi,es, proper co-ordination of the
campaign can make it effective over a considerable num-
ber of seats. Outside of that, where we have some Party
organisation, €ven if it is based on only one or two mem-
bers plus their contacts, we should also consider standing.
In that way we will effectively reach a greater number
of people with our policy than if we did not contest. We
will hav,e to face up to the fact that the campaign run
rnay not be a full one but that it will be better and pro-
duce more results than no direct campaign behind a
Party candid-ate. Candidates in these areas should be
selected on the understanding that they would have to do
a considerable amount of organising themselves; in fact,
they would have to initiate organisation.

I think the time has come when we must consider con-
testihg some of the seats held by National Party members
and certainly we should consider the possibilities in a fer,v
of the semi-rural seats. On the other hand, we must
realise that we have a National Party Government, the
defeat of which will be a blow to reaction, so that we
should not deliberately contest seats, where our vote
would almost automatically mean the return of National
and the defeat of the Labour candidate. A whole strrvey
of the electoral situation in vi,ew of the boundary changes
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is essential straight away, because it is necessary to
announc,e our candidates as early as possible in view of
the wide selection already made by other parties. We
n,eed to start the initial campaigning as early as possible
so that our candidates and policy are known before the
heat of the battle develops.

Our general approach rnust be:
To defeat the National Governrnent.
To return Cornmunist M.p.,s. (Let us lose this time

the concept that we are just contesting for protrlaganda
purposes and that votes are not necessary. An increased
vote will be a blow to reaction and a big help in win-
ning increased direct support to our Farty. We are in to
win.)

We support the return of a Labour Government with
a critical campaign designed to leave no illusions in'peo-
ple's minds that the return of Labour is what they need.
On the other hand, where we are not contesting we say:
"Vote Labour."

We rnust base our propaganda on our immediate pro-
gramme but we rnust not forget to bring forwarcl, as the
only socialist political Farty, the qtrestion of our objec-
tive - a Socialist New Zealand.

In the carnpaign we shoutrd not ignore Social Credit
but shotrld devote rnore time to a critical analysis of
their policy and what it leads to.

It should be recognised by all comrades that there is
need to take up more vigorously the need for electoral
reform. The "first-past-the-post" set:up, with its tend-
ency to a two-party system and the elimination of
minority representation, must be attack,ed and our policy
of proportional representation and its, progressive aspect
more fully explained. It is the answer to the vote-
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splitting cry and a change here would alter our whole
tactical approach. The "first-past-the-post" voting sys-
tem is to-day a weapon in the hands of mor-ropoly. We
have not fully recognised this in the past.

OUR PA,N,TY

A11 that we have been discussing in this report, the
correctn'ess of our aims and policy, rnean nothing unless
we can actively do something about them. So the situ-
ation in our Party, its ideological and or:ganisational
strength, ar,e of prime. importance.

It is correct to say that our Party is stronger in both
meml:ership and influence than it was some five r:r six
years ago. There has be,en an over-all gain in mernber-
ship, conviction has grown that wo are in a period where
we can mdke gains and, from that, activity and applica-
tion of policy have improved. I think this is so right
from the national leadership down, and the rank and fil,e
up. The development of the method of collective leader-
ship has continued at all levels and our propaganda has
not only increased but has improved in content. We say
this in order to get things into the right perspective
before we take a critical and self-critical look at the
position.

In spite of some small but vital gains, the past two
years have shown a dang,erous trend towards stagnation
at the Ievel reached. Certainly Auckland, our major
District centre, has continued to advance slowly, and this
is a very heartening fact. But, in som,e other ar,eas,
We1lington, for instance, there has been no real advance,



while in some of the smaller centres there has actually
been a loss in some spheres of organisation and work.
On the oth,er hand, in some of the secondary towns and
one or two rural areas (mainly in the Auckland Province),
we have not only gained members but they are under
way to develop new Party branches. It is significant
that never has Party finance been so healthy, showing
increased support and obvious possibilities to advance
still further. So we can only conclude that there is still
a considerable weakness in the work of our party at all
Ievels.

STAGNAAION SHOWN IN PAPE,R, SALES

\Mhen I speak of stagnation (and we all know that we
can't stand still - we must either go forward or back),
I will quote the ,example of our main propaganda and
organising weapon, the People's Voi,ce. We have in-
creased its circulation since we started our ',Bui1d the
Party" campaigns by well over a thousand. But, by
1961, it was 4,800; in 1962, it was 4,900; and, in 1968, it
is now 5,100.

You may say that that is not stagnation - we are sti11
gaining. True, but the gains came from Auckland and,
to a small degree, Wellington and by increased. subscrip-
tions gained mainly from areas without any direct
organisational connections. Throughout the rest of New
Zealand during this period the sales are either the same
or have dropped. This is serious and must b,e looked
into. Because, while it may be true that the class issues
are a Iittle sharper in Auckland and the Auckland Prov-
ince, that is not the whole answer. Opportunities are
obviously being missed. We say obviously because during
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the last year we have reached and surpassed the objec-
tive of a $30 a week Peoyile's Voice Maintenance Fund
without in any way losing support for the special appeals
for the People's Voice. At the time of our Iast Con-
f,erence, in 1960, we \Mere averaging only some SL7 a
week. If this does not mean the road to more sales is
open, what does it mean?

In putting this forward, we do not want to create
gloom. There is no need for that. A1l that is needed is
a little more understanding of th,e central role of the
Communist paper and a greater drive out. We have a
healthy base to start from. This year has actually seen
some advance already, as a report from the People's Voice
staff shows. I think we can say that to some extent this
is due to the d,ecision taken last year to concentrate on
the People's Voi,ce in our Party Building Campaign, while
not ignoring other aspects. Holvever, our efforts here
are open to criticism as far as the work from the National
Centre dovyn is concerned, as will be mentioned later.

Auckland sales for February this year were as follows
for the four issu'es in that month: 1,598, 1,603, 1,676,
1,772. Wellington sales were BB3, 891, 943, 92\; Christ-

'church sales were 479, 479, 479, 479; Dunedin sales were
138, 138, 147, 741.; Greymouth sales were 274, 214, 274,
274.

The total sal'es on th,e Dorninion-wide basis are up a
hundred for the last two-month period. But is it not
again an indication that something more is needed in our
branch sales drive when we notice that new subs.
totalled sixty of that hundred?

When we speak of strengthening the ideology of our
Party we realise the importance of our organ of theory,
t}re Communist Reuieus. Here again it is the same story.
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The total is now 1,050 (through Districts and Branches
741, and subs. 268). Fut, in 1961, while the total was
less, Party organisations' orders were 771.

When individuals come to us in numbers but our
organised sales drop, rvhat else can we say than that we
are tailing?

Briefly, on the 1962-63 "Build the Party" Campaign,
the situation is as follows: Party membership, an over-
ail gain of approximately 5 per cent.; People's Voice, an
increase of 200; Com,muni,st Reui,etu, no increase, although
Wellington are within two of their target. Other written
propaganda, brarrch bulletins, industry programmes, etc.,
a general incr,ease.

On print,ed national publications an indication is that,
during the period since 1961, among those issu,es were:
"What a Socialist New Zealand Will Be Like" (10,000),
"New Zealand's Way Out of the Common Market
Menace" (15,000), 'Common Mark,et" leaflet (15,000),
l,eaflet on Wage Struggle (20,000), Ieaflet, "Common
Market Threatens Cur Jobs" (25,000), "New Zealand
versus, Big Business" (5,000), "New Zealand Faces Crisis

-In or Out of the E.E.C." (2,500), and many People's
Voice specials in leaflet form. (Pamphlets issued have
just paid as far as NationaL Centre finance is conoerned.)

Finance: Inner Party, an improvernent but not on to
new targets. However, healthy. Some arrears, but date
back years,. Current quotas being paid regularly by aIl
Districts and Branches.

People's Votce Maintenance Fund: A really bright
spot. Overfulfilled target. Au.ckland and Wellington
show consistent upward trend. Others tend to come in
well but irregularly.

In this there is an over.all gain, but too much of the
advance rests on Auckland and other small outside areas.
I would recall to your mind the figur'es given earlier on
the People's Votce, Communist Reui,ew, etc., for 1961 and
you will realise the reason why the term, "a trend to stag-
nation," was used.

The incoming National Committee must examine this
urithout delay.

SOME WEAKNESSES IN OUR WORK

There is no doubt that we must continue our "Bui1d
the Party" Campaign in the coming year with targets
that rnean a real advance but which are reasonable and
capable of being achieved, taking into account our
strength and the objective conciitions. The whole ap-
proach of this report indicates that we can make a
further advanoe. It is suggested that we continu,e to con-
centrate on the People's Voice without neglecting other
aspects. Remember, the People's Voice leads to new
members, to finance, to everything v/e plan to achieve.

Our inner-Party work remains w,eak in two important
spheres that are actually inter-connected. I refer to Party
Study and the.development of new cadres for leadership.
One National School has been held and, at District and
Branch level, study has in th,e main been consistent, bas'ed
usually on material from our National Education Sub-
Committee. The weakness is apparent when we look at
the results. There has not been that improvement in
Party work all through that would enable us to say that
the study has strengthened comrades' activity. Nor do
tlre see those n,ew cadres that I mentioned b,efore. Yet if
we do not develop young new cadres for leadership, then



our future is indeed black. We are all getting oIder, we

hope wiser, too. But we cannot hope to retain the fire
of youth.

Some positive results can be recorded, it is true, but

we would be foolish to b'e satisfied with them' With the

problems that exist in our Communist movement inter-
nationally in the ideological field, it is evident that our

Party education must be based more closely on funda-
mental Marxist-Leninist theory - from that we can work
out its application to New Zea1,and. conditions' Experi-
ence internationally, as well as h'ere, has shown that we

can't successfully work from the local to the basic theory'
' It is putting the cart before th'e horse.

It was stated earlier that there remains an obvious

weakness in our work. . This weakness is not a new one'

It has been rlealt with in Conference reports, National

Committee reports and Political Connmittee reports con-

sistently since 1957, and, for that matter, was tachled on

many occasions before that.
The fact is that, as yet, in spite of some irnprovement'

we have not fully succeeded in giving effective otganisa-

tional form in all fields to our policy, our politics' We

of its content.)
The weakness still starts from the National Committee

down. So I suggest that we examine it at that level be-

forewesayanythingaboutweakn'essesatotherlevels
in our Party. Decisions are taken, but do members of
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l,he National Committee th,en ful1y grasp their leading
lole in their own Districts in getting clarity and political
conviction as to why the decision was taken? Do they,
in fact, lead in a way that helps create organisational
activity that produc,es results? In the rnain, this aspect
o.f our leadership tends still to be spontaneous - in bursts.
And then we get bogged down in the little national or
local details that in themselves are very often only prob-
lems because of failure to tackle the big questions.

This organisational weakness is, not something oper-
ating in a vacuum-it is a real political weakness. It
m,eans that 'n hen we move to test policy in action, we are
not convinced that we can accomplish what we set out
to do. The time for excuses is past - we must recognise
our failings and correct them.

The Political Committee also suffers from this w,eak-
ness. Cde. Wilcox makes a report. It is adopted, with
certain improvements arising from collective discussion.
It contains positive points for action. But, if you re-
examined past reports, you would be surprised how oft,en
the suggestions have in the course of time been forgotten.
I\4aybe a Secretariat circular has gone out, but there has
I-.een little if an;, foIlow-up.

Here all the members of the Political Committee bear
a great responsibility, but the individual responsibility
rests on the National C,entre - on the Secretariat and
full-tirne national cadres.

To return to the Political Committee decision on the
"Build the Party" Campaign and the People'sVoice. When
that decision was taken, certain organisational action was
suggested in a short report by myself to the Secretariat.
It included the developing of a campaign in the Party to
vrin fulI understanding of why we considered the People's



Voice so impor-tant at this stage, a campaign that would

make all the members realise that the Feople's Voi'ce is

our main propaganda weapon, our main' agitator and

organising w,eapon when we speak of "On to the Offen-

sive - Out to the People'" Yet, apart from the visits

around of Cde. Ostler and Cde. HoIIiss, litt1e has been

done. Certain other suggestions were rnade, including
the important one of check-up. There has been a very

vreak check from the Centre, which has waited for things

to come in instead of going out to get them, and, con-

sequently, little if any check-up throughout the Party'

BOGGED DOWN IN DETAIT,S

These are facts that must be faced' As General Sec-

retary, it is true that my main task is in connection with
the political line of our Party. But I also have to re-

member the im.portance of checking up on progress con-

cerning what has been decided. You see, one of my

weaknesses is to proceed, when something is decided, as

though it will automatically be done with no further

effort on mY Part.
IthinkotherNationalCentrecomrad'eswillrealise

their weaknesses in this if they look at it that way'

National cadres (and we have not many) get too bogged

do.wn in detail in small things. Because of this, they do

not use their political abiiity to the full in giving organisa-

tional form, life, to our political decisions' We have been

tackling this for if something

always gets in blems in our

movement have comrades go

overseas, etc, But then things will always get in the

way. That is life. So we must allow for this and press
on regardless.

True, at the National Centre, there has been consider-
able improvement. Work is co-ordinat,ed out from and
into the Secretariat in a way that did not formerly occur.
Sub-committees clo report, and their reports are discussed
and something done about them. The best example of
this is in the trade union field wher'e the work of the
Bureau has been closely co-ordinated with the Secre-
tariat.

The conclusion to be drawn from all this is that we
must irnprove our worfti AF'TEE we have made political
decisions and ensure tlaat we give a national lead, with
trequent check-up on ourselves and others in regard to
carrying decisiong out. We are not elected as leaders at
any level in our Party purely as a r€cognition of past

work or as a badge of office, Communist leadership
must be active political leadership at all levels. fnherent
in that leadership is the ability to grasp what is the
essential political task at any time, eliminate the unnec-

. essary and draw in other comrades, when ueeded, to
help with the many tasks that still face us.

Comrades in leadership in the Auckland District u'ill,
I think, agree that they face similar problems in fulfil-
ling their tasks in our largest Party District. The situation
is the same in Wellington and elsewhere' What can we
expect at branch Xevel if we a11ow this weakness to con-
tinue? What often occurs is good activity developed

without that leading help that should be available, help
which, if correctly applied, would greatly strengthen the
work of the whole Farty.
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, comrades, I can only add that many
important aspects have not been dealt with in this report.
But tim,e does not permit. In the main, these things
have been dealt with by meetings of the National Com-
mittee and Political Committee since our last Confer,ence
and a re-reading and r,e-consideration of them as we go
from this Conference would prove helpful in our future
work.

Again, there is not in this report a 1ong outline of
international events and a political summary of what
they mean. To a degree, this method is but padding. It
is unnecessary in a Conference such as this, which has

" so many issues to consider as they affect us in New
Zealand and has such limited time available. We d.o not,

- of course, ignore them. As stated earlier in this report,
we fully realise their general impact.on our country and
people.

The main thing is to understand from what has been
printed in, our own publications (and in overseas ones
available) that the general march of advance in the so-
cialist world has continued. The 22nd Congress of the
C.P.S.U. set out the path for the advance to Communism
in the Soviet Union in the coming period, and the diffi-
culties of growth in all the socialist lands are being suc-
cessfully tackled. The inclusion in this report of the
printed map from the Building Workers, Programme
gives an effective visual idea of the advance of Socialism
on a world scale.

In the imperialist world, the crisis grows and imperi-
alist decline continues to intensify the class struggle in
all capitalist countries, including our own. I quoted
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before the figures for the rise of industrial militancy in
our country. An example overseas of recent date is the
French miners' strike and'the mass public support that
it received, causing even the dictatorial de Gaul1e to sit
up and take notice.

The world peace forces grow everywhere. The
defenders of Imperialism, while atternpting to mount a

new reactionary offensive in Latin America, in South-
East Asia, in Africa, in the Arab world and elsewhere,
are in reality fighting with their backs to the wall.
Victory for P,eace and for Socialism on a world scale is
getting closer.

The battle will be hard and we cannot expeet to emerge
unscathed. Imperialism in its death throes will, like the
dying tiger, still retain its fangs. But the victory will
be to the working people, to all the exploited masses

ever5,'where, iI all over the world our Parties retain their
international proletarian approach, birsed on Marxism-
Leninism, and utilise to the full the policy and conclusions
reached and set out in those valuable Marxist-Leninist
docurnents, the 1957 Declaration and the 81 Parties'
Statement of 1960.
. As with us in New Zealand,, so on a world scale it is

a question of from policy, from theory, to practice.
Application of that on a world scale means Peace and
Socialism.
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